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Natural gas plays a major role as both a relatively clean-burning fossil fuel and a 
precursor to hydrogen, ethylene, and numerous chemical commodities. With 
advancements in horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing, abundant shale resources 
are a growing piece of the global energy transition puzzle. Shale gas is richer in C2+ 
hydrocarbons than conventional natural gas which presents challenges and opportunities 
to centralized gas processing infrastructure. Membranes offer an energy efficient 
alternative separation technology for fractionating the light C2+ hydrocarbons at modular 
scales. 
Reverse-selective membranes may offer an economic advantage given their 
typically high productivities. Reverse-selective polymers, much like ionic liquids and 
other solvents, discriminate between gas molecules based primarily on solubility 
differences. Unlike traditional solvents, however, ionic liquids are negligibly volatile and 
 ix 
can be combined with polymers into stable membrane platforms, albeit with lesser 
understood transport properties. 
In this thesis, a comprehensive study of the light paraffin gas transport properties 
of 1-hexyl-3-methylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide, or [hmim][Tf2N], 
ionic liquid supported in poly(1-trimethylsilyl-1-propyne), or PTMSP, membranes is 
presented, along with preliminary work on some alternative polymer-ionic liquid 
combinations. The thermal, mechanical, and swelling properties of these supported ionic 
liquid membranes (SILMs) were initially characterized for various ionic liquid loadings. 
The pure-gas permeation, sorption, and diffusion properties of SILMs were then 
determined and compared with those of the neat parent materials.  
While prior work on SILMs for gas separations is widespread, few studies focus 
on light paraffin separations, and fewer still evaluate mixed-gas transport properties or 
pronounced plasticizing effects of the polymer support on the gas transport properties. A 
mixed-gas permeation system was built and validated to probe the more industrially 
relevant mixture properties. Unlike in the neat PTMSP, pronounced permeability 
increases with rising C2+ activities were noted in SILMs. A plasticization model was fit to 
the diffusion data of the three lightest paraffin gases to better understand the impact of 
ionic liquid content on plasticization.  
With increasing ionic liquid content, a clear transition in the C2+ sorption behavior 
was observed from a rigid, open glass (dual-mode) to a dense, softer material (Flory-
Huggins). A new hybrid model was proposed to fit sorption isotherms in all regimes of 
this transition. Lastly, an atypical volume expansion behavior was observed in 
preliminary SILM dilation studies and an optical transition matching the inflection in the 
C2+ sorption isotherms and permeability curves was identified. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1 NATURAL GAS LIQUID RECOVERY FROM METHANE IN NATURAL GAS PROCESSING 
Advancements in horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing have allowed the 
U.S. energy industry to exploit previously untapped shale oil and gas resources. Rich in 
hydrocarbons other than methane, shale resources have enabled the inexpensive 
production of not only methane gas but also associated C2-C4+ natural gas liquids, or 
NGLs. As illustrated by Figure 1.1, the proportion of NGLs in shale gas (~29vol%) 
exceeds that in conventional natural gas (from 4vol% for dry gas to 15.4vol% for wet gas) 
[1,2]. Due in part to their growing surplus, NGLs have been increasingly displacing 
traditional naphtha feedstocks for fuel and chemical manufacturing [3].  
 
Figure 1.1: Left: Typical U.S. natural gas composition as averaged from production in 
the Bakken, Marcellus, Utica, Niobrara, and Eagle Ford shales, 2014. Right: 
U.S. hydrocarbon gas liquids production from natural gas processing, 2016 
(3.51 million barrels per day in 2016). Adapted from [2, 4] 
5.43 million barrels per day (MMBD) of NGLs were being produced in 2019, of 
which roughly a third (1.83 MMBD) were ethane and a third (1.88 MMBD) were 
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propane [5]. Most raw NGLs are transported in Y-grade pipelines to midstream natural 
gas plants. Y-grade pipelines are limited to low capacities due to pooling of the heavier 
NGLs when they reach their vapor pressures. The mid-purity NGL pipelines, such as E-P 
(80% ethane-20% propane), P-P (refinery-grade propane-propylene mixtures), and L-P 
(liquified petroleum gas, mostly liquid propane, n-butane, and isobutane), are more 
efficient than Y-grade infrastructure. These mid-purity streams can be readily used as 
feedstocks for processes downstream (e.g., thermal cracking, dehydrogenation and 
oligomerization), used as fuels, or, since 2010, exported to offshore markets. [6] 
Nonetheless, inherent transportation and separation infrastructure limitations keep more 
than 12% of NGLs from being usefully consumed. In fact, of the 5.43 MMBD produced 
in the U.S. in 2019, only 3.14 MMBD were consumed in U.S. markets, while 1.83 
MMBD were exported and 0.21 MMBD were imported [5].  
The fate of the remainder 0.67 MMBD NGLs, except for a minute fraction 
allocated for long-term storage, is the flare. For by-product NGLs at the growing number 
of smaller (<500 BOE/d) drilling operations, flaring is often the only financially sound 
alternative. In 2016, as much as 10vol% of natural gas (29vol% of which are unrecovered 
NGLs) of the 6 BCFD being produced in the Eagle Ford were flared [7]. This figure can 
be higher in less developed shale formations, as much as 32vol% in North Dakota’s 
Bakken in 2013. 
Separation of the NGLs from shale gas is typically done via cryogenic 
turboexpansion and distillation in a demethanizer, following the drying, sweetening and 
upgrading of raw natural gas shown in Figure 1.2. Further fractionation steps, depending 
on purity targets, may involve one or several of the following distillation units: 
deethanizer, depropanizer, debutanizer, deisobutanizer [8]. Note that the U.S. average 
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NGL yield is 84 barrels per million standard cubic feet of gas [4]. 
 
 
Figure 1.2: A summary of typical natural gas treatment steps as presented by [9].  
Given the importance of refrigeration in conventional NGL fractionation 
processes, midstream gas plants are built to benefit from the economies of scale. As a 
result, the raw gas must be transported upstream from dozens to hundreds of wells to a 
relatively large NGL fractionation facility (the smallest gas plants process 100-200 
MSCFD, though a typical capacity in Texas is 200-300 MSCFD) while the mid-purity 
product stream is transported either to further processing downstream or to various 
industrial, commercial, and residential markets [10, 11]. This makes the viability of any 
one new drilling operation dependent not only on its throughput but also on its 
accessibility by Y-grade hydrocarbon infrastructure or suitable alternatives.  
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To reduce the gap between produced and consumed NGLs and to facilitate the 
expansion of U.S. shale resource production projects, more modular, smaller scale gas 
processing units closer to the wellhead could prove advantageous [6]. Such units may 
benefit from mass transfer-based rather than heat transfer-based separation technologies, 
such as pressure-swing adsorption or membrane separations. 
1.2 POLYMER MEMBRANES FOR GAS SEPARATIONS 
Polymer membranes have found commercial success in applications such as 
hydrogen recovery, air separation, and natural gas sweetening [12-15]. While there is 
rising interest in using membranes for paraffin and hydrocarbon vapor separations, 
studies of light hydrocarbon vapor transport through polymers are not as numerous as 
those for the permanent gases. Nonetheless, there are nascent industrial-scale efforts in 
the light hydrocarbon separations space involving polymer membranes: 
• Monomer recovery in polyolefin plants [16, 17] 
• Gasoline vapor recovery from purge streams [18, 19] 
• Membrane-assisted liquified petroleum gas (LPG) recovery [20] 
Membrane-based separations offer several advantages. The energy requirement 
can be as little as 10% of that of the distillation equivalent, translating to lower 
operational and environmental costs [21]. A membrane unit scales with surface area 
rather than volume and needs little to no refrigeration, yielding less prohibitive capital 
costs than other methods for small-scale, modular systems. Membrane modularization 
permits the easier adaptation of separation processes to fit the changing composition and 
capacity needs of a process [15]. In the context of shale gas processing, treating the raw 
natural gas closer to the wellhead rather than transporting it to a centralized midstream 
gas plant could reduce processing energy and Y-grade infrastructure costs. Figure 1.3 
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depicts commonly employed hollow fiber and spiral-wound membrane module 
architectures in many gas separations. 
 
Figure 1.3: Top: a skid of Sepuran® Noble He separation hollow-fiber modules 
developed by Evonik Industries. They are part of the largest industrial 
facility of its kind to purify He from N2 in Mankota, Saskatchewan, Canada, 
designed by Linde Engineering and operated by the Weil Group. Bottom: a 
skid of SeparexTM cellulose acetate spiral-wound modules for CO2 removal 
developed by Honeywell UOP. Such modules are used in very large CO2 
removal plants in Kadanwari and Qadirpur, Pakistan, installed by UOP. 
Adapted from [14-15, 22]. 
1.3 IONIC LIQUIDS FOR GAS SEPARATIONS 
Ionic liquids, or ILs, are salts with melting points below 100 °C. They have been 
extensively studied for separations applications due to their negligible volatility, high 
thermal stability, and tunable functionalities [23, 24]. As implied by Figure 1.4, ILs have 
been investigated as CO2 capture absorbents, as media for the safe storage of hazardous 
gases (e.g., H2S and C2H2), as solvents for liquid-liquid extractions, and as active 
components of stationary phases in GC columns [25-27]. Like other organic solvents, ILs 
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can discriminate between gas molecules based on solubility differences and thus make 
attractive candidates for solubility-driven separation techniques [28, 29].  
 
 
Figure 1.4: The utility of ionic liquids goes beyond applications in separations.  
In the context of gas separation membranes, organic liquids with favorable 
solubility-selectivity or plasticizing properties can be combined with polymers to enhance 
their transport properties. However, traditional supported liquid membranes often face 
challenges with low accessible transmembrane pressure (limited by capillary force 
supporting the liquid in the largest pores), short lifetimes due to the organic liquid 
volatility, and, in the case of polymeric supports, reduced mechanical and thermal 
stability compared to the pristine polymers. Given their negligible volatility, high thermal 
stability, and moderate to high viscosities permitting augmented capillary forces, [24] ILs 
can address these challenges.  
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ILs can be incorporated into a polymer membrane in multiple ways: a) by 
supporting the IL in a porous polymeric support; b) by blending a compatible IL and 
polymer into a casting solution to form a composite membrane; and c) by building a 
poly-ionic liquid. The last can be achieved through polymerization of either the anions or 
cations (with its balance of complementary free ions) or through functionalization of an 
anion or cation into an existing polymer chain [30]. The first approach, making supported 
ionic liquid membranes (SILMs), is also the most common.  
1.4 REVERSE-SELECTIVE AND SIZE-SELECTIVE MEMBRANES 
Membrane materials can be categorized as size-selective or reverse-selective for a 
given separation. Size-selective materials discriminate amongst molecules based 
primarily on their relative diffusivities. Size-sieving effects are most significant when the 
size of the average free volume elements available for diffusion lies between the effective 
sizes of the two penetrants to be separated. Penetrant size is often characterized by the 
kinetic diameter or by the Lennard Jones diameter. Separations in reverse-selective 
materials are mainly solubility-driven, permitting penetrants to permeate in the order of 
most to least condensable [28, 29]. Condensability is characterized by gas critical 
temperature and is sometimes correlated to penetrant volume or the Lennard Jones well 
depth of the gas, .  
 For NGL recovery from methane, reverse-selective membranes may offer the 
advantage of keeping the methane-rich stream at high pressure in the retentate side. As 
implied in Figure 1.5, the compression duties of the permeate streams (overall and 
between stages in a membrane cascade) in the reverse-selective system are smaller than 
in its size-selective analogue. Prior studies on solubility-selective membranes have 
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considered both glassy and rubbery polymers for CO2 from H2, [29, 31-33] light paraffin 
(C3H8 and n-C4H10) from CH4 and H2 [34-38], and H2S from CH4 separations [39]. 
 
 
Figure 1.5: Comparing size-selective and reverse-selective membrane systems in the 
context of NGL recovery from CH4. 
1.5 IMPORTANCE OF MIXED-GAS VS PURE-GAS STUDIES 
Across the membrane science literature, it is practical to obtain permeation and 
sorption properties with pure-gas feeds. Pure-gas measurements are relatively simple to 
carry out and interpret, but they derive only a good approximation of properties obtained 
from mixed-gas experiments, provided that there are minimal mixture interactions (i.e., 
that all species in the mixture are near ideal gases and the material permeation properties 
do not change significantly due to exposure to all species). Mixed-gas measurements 
yield transport properties that are more representative of the real material performance 
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and, in tandem with pure-gas measurements, help researchers quantify the effects of 
mixture interactions on material transport properties. Membrane materials are often 
subject to highly condensable penetrant-induced effects such as conditioning, 
plasticization and competitive-sorption. 
Prior mixed-gas studies of light paraffin transport in polymers include CH4-C4H10 
in PDMS [38, 40], CO2-C2H6 in a crosslinked PEO-based copolymer [41], CH4-C4H10 in 
PTMSP and PIM-1 [34, 42] and CO2-CH4 in 6FDA-mPDA polyimide [43] (see 
Appendix A for the full name of these polymers). Alhazmi summarized the observed 
differences between CH4 permeabilities from pure-gas and 98vol%CH4-2vol%C4H10 
mixed-gas studies of various polymers, shown in Figure 1.6. These mixed-gas/pure-gas 
differences can also be quite significant, albeit not as extreme, for mixtures involving the 
2-carbon and 3-carbon paraffins, yet few studies consider them for binary mixed-gas 
studies, as C4H10 has been a preferred model NGL molecule. 
Mixed-gas permeation and sorption measurements, while more complex and time 
intensive than the pure-gas equivalents, are essential for a complete understanding of 
light paraffin gas and vapor mixture transport in membrane materials. 
1.6 GOALS AND STRUCTURE OF THIS THESIS 
The objectives of this thesis are (1) to investigate the viability of hybridizing ionic 
liquids that have large C2+/CH4 solubility-selectivities with highly permeable substituted 
polyacetylenes, (2) to assess the potential of these polyacetylene supported ionic liquid 
membranes for NGL recovery, (3) to evaluate the impact of mixture nonidealities on the 
transport properties, and (4) to add to the growing literature on material transport 
properties derived from mixed-gas studies. 
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This thesis is organized into eight chapters. This first chapter serves as the 
introduction and motivation for the work documented in later chapters. Chapter 2 covers 
the most relevant theory of permeation and sorption in membrane materials, as well as 
some background on polyacetylenes and ionic liquids. Materials and experimental 
methods are the subject of Chapter 3.  
 
  
Figure 1.6: The mixed-gas over pure-gas methane permeability ratio of 5 membrane 
materials as tested with a 98vol% CH4-2vol%C4H10 mixed-gas feed at 25 °C 
and CH4, C4H10 pure-gas feeds at 25 °C. The transmembrane pressure was 
fixed between 3.5 bar and 5 bar in all cases, except when testing the pure 
C4H10 feed, which was held at 2 bar. Note that all but PDMS are glassy 
polymers, while PDMS is a rubbery polymer. Adapted from [44]. 
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Chapter 4 presents basic membrane characterization studies complementary to the 
transport properties explored in later chapters. Chapter 5 reports pure-gas permeation 
studies of PTMSP and PMP, both as neat polymers and with various loadings of an ionic 
liquid, primarily 1-hexyl-3-methylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide 
([hmim][Tf2N]). Chapter 6 focuses on CH4-C2H6 and CH4-C3H8 mixed-gas permeation 
studies of select compositions of the [hmim][Tf2N]-PTMSP system of SILMs. Chapter 7 
explores CH4, C2H6, and C3H8 sorption and dilation studies for the same [hmim][Tf2N]-
PTMSP system, as well as pure-gas derived diffusivities in these materials.  
Chapter 8 completes the thesis with the conclusions and suggestions for future 
work. 
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Chapter 2: Background and Theory 
2.1 GAS PERMEATION IN POLYMER MEMBRANES 
This section addresses the basics of gas molecule transport through polymer 
membranes. 
2.1.1: Solution-diffusion 
Permeability in membranes is typically expressed in units of 
), also known as Barrer, and is defined by Equation 2.1 
as the transmembrane pressure and thickness normalized molar flux [1]:  
 
 
where  is the upstream (or retentate) pressure and  is the downstream (or permeate) 
pressure, is the membrane thickness, and  is the molar flux of species A. The latter 
can be defined by Fick’s law (simplified to 1 dimension): 
 
In this context,  is the effective diffusion coefficient of species A in the 
membrane phase,  is the concentration, and  is the spatial coordinate parallel to the 
membrane thickness [2]. While it is useful to think of the concentration gradient as a 
proxy for the driving force of gas transport across a membrane, the true driving force 
involves a gradient in chemical potential, . The chemical potential is defined as 
[3]:  
 
where  is the chemical potential,  is the reference state chemical potential,  is the 
Gibbs free energy,  is the activity of species A (typically  for ideal gases with 
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the reference pressure selected as the saturation pressure for the vapors), and  is the 
number of molecules of A (the chemical potential is also linked to concentration and 
partial pressure by ). 
 
Figure 2.1: Qualitative chemical potential and concentration profiles of two penetrants 
in steady-state permeation through a dense membrane. The partial pressure, 
and thus the chemical potential and concentration, of both species is greater 
at the upstream (left) than it is in the downstream (right). Any gas (A or B) 
concentration in the solid phase at either interface of the membrane can be 
related to the gas-phase concentration through a partition coefficient: 
: 𝐶𝑢𝑠 ,𝑖
𝑚 = 𝐾𝑢𝑠𝐶𝑢𝑠 ,𝑖 .  Conveniently, if we assume negligible concentration 
polarization, the gas concentration in the (upstream or downstream) gas side 
of the interphase can be approximated as the bulk (upstream or downstream) 
gas-phase concentration and the partition coefficient defined in terms of the 
partial pressure: .. Adapted from [4]. 
Depicted in Figure 2.1are the concentration and chemical potential profiles of two 
species permeating at constant flux (i.e., steady state) in a reverse-selective membrane. 
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Note that the chemical potential profiles are continuous, emphasizing the equality of 
chemical potential at the upstream and downstream interfaces of the membrane.  
For cases where gases do not behave as ideal gases (i.e., the pressures are not a 
good approximation of fugacities), it is more meaningful to define permeability as the 
transmembrane fugacity and thickness normalized flux (see Section 2.5, Equation 2.20).  
If the gas partial pressure and concentration are much greater in the upstream than 
in the downstream, permeability can be reduced to Equation 2.4, the familiar solution-
diffusion mechanism [5]: 
 
 
Here,  is the solubility of A, and  is the concentration-averaged diffusivity of A.  
The ideal selectivity of a membrane is the ratio of the pure-gas permeabilities of 
two species, Equation 2.5: 
 
 
Selectivity is not to be confused with the separation factor, : the two 
quantities differ when the simplifying assumption that  is not true 
[2]:  
 
Further differences arise when considering nonideal gas mixtures (see section 2.5) [5]. 
Note that any further discussion of diffusivities in this work will be specific to 
effective concentration-averaged diffusivities, , and will be expressed simply as  
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from this point forward. It should be mentioned that other common types of diffusion 
coefficients in membrane transport have been defined and contrasted in other works [6].  
2.1.2: The upper-bound 
Traditional size-selective upper bound plots for the CH4-C2H6 and CH4-C3H8 gas 
pairs were developed, as shown in Figures 2.2a and 2.2b. In this case, the upper bound is 
defined by relating ideal selectivity to the permeability of the more permeable gas by 
Equation 2.7, as proposed by Robeson [7]: 
                                           
where , the front factor, has units of Barrer, and , the slope of the correlation 
between  and , is unitless. Freeman proposed a method to readily estimate these two 
parameters (albeit rearranged as  and ) for any given gas pair using Equation 2.8 
and Equation 2.9 [8]: 
                                              
                                   
Typically, the  and  size parameters used are the kinetic diameters of the 
more and less permeable species, respectively. However, for species larger than methane 
(the largest of the permanent gases), other size parameters that better describe the relative 
sizes of the penetrant molecules are often used, such as the Lennard-Jones diameters for 
olefin-paraffin gas pairs [9]. 
For the CH4-C2H6 and CH4-C3H8 gas pair upper bounds in this work, diameters 
derived from the Chung correlation were selected: , where  is the 
critical volume of species . Note that the Chung correlation assumes spherical gas 
molecules [10]. 
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Figures 2.2c and 2.2d show the reverse-selective upper bound analogues for the 
C2H6-CH4 and C3H8-CH4 gas pairs, respectively. 
 
Figure 2.2: a) CH4-C2H6 and b) CH4-C3H8 size-selective upper bound plots. The 
solubility coefficients for CH4, C2H6, and C3H8 are 0.00146, 0.00667, and 
0.00936 [cm3(STP) cm-3 polymer cmHg-1], respectively, as derived by van 
Krevelen [11]. Parameters a, b, and f (in equation 2.9) were kept as their 
typical values of 0.64, -11.513 and 12600, respectively [8]. 
c) C2H6-CH4 and d) C3H8-CH4 reverse-selective upper bound plots. The 
upper bounds were drawn by eye. d) was adapted from [12]. Experimental 
data were compiled from [12-31]. 
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For membranes where the larger species also happens to be the most permeable, 
Equation 2.5 yields a positive . In general, the upper bounds for reverse-selective gas 
pairs like CO2-H2, C2H6-CH4 and C3H8-CH4 are not drawn from Equation 2.4, if an upper 
bound is drawn at all [31]. Nonetheless, reverse-selective analogues to these upper bound 
plots permit more meaningful comparisons of material properties. Note that Figures 2.2c 
and 2.2d show the same data as Figures 2.2a and 2.2b, respectively. 
2.1.3: Permeability and free volume 
Membrane materials vary widely in morphology, but, in general, the fractional 
free volume, or , of a material is a very telling parameter of the expected magnitude 
of  permeabilities. Materials with a larger  tend to have not only a greater proportion 
of large enough free volume elements to be accessible to a penetrant but also more 
interconnected pathways for longer distance and more frequent diffusion steps. The usual 
correlation takes the form of Equation 2.10 [2, 32]: 
 
where A and B are gas-specific empirical constants that scale somewhat with penetrant 
solubility and size, respectively. 
While FFV does not directly inform us of the polydispersity of free volume 
elements or whether their distribution is unimodal, its ease of calculation by the Bondi 
method makes it an accessible parameter in membrane materials research [33, 34]: 
 
Here,  is the material specific volume and  is the occupied volume, which is 
generally approximated from , the van der Waals volume, as computed by group 
contribution methods.  
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2.2 PRIOR WORK IN REVERSE-SELECTIVE MEMBRANE MATERIALS 
This section reviews the gas separations literature with a focus on polyacetylenes 
and supported liquid membranes. 
2.2.1: Substituted polyacetylenes 
Polyacetylenes are a family of glassy polymers with highly constrained rotational 
chain mobility due to the double bond in their repeat unit [35]. Among these, poly(1-
trimethylsilyl-1-propyne), PTMSP, was the substituted polyacetylene with highest gas 
permeability when developed by Masuda et al. [36]. Chemists have documented over 100 
different substituted polyacetylenes. Among those investigated for gas separations are 
PTMSP, PMP, PTMGP, PTMSDPA, PCIPA, PTBA, PPP, PVTMS, PBTMST, and 
PTMST [27, 29, 35-40]. Their full names appear in Appendix A. 
Polyacetylenes, like other glassy polymers, are susceptible to physical aging, 
where gas permeability decreases over time [41]. The thermal history of glassy polymers 
can usually be reset by heat treating to slightly over the glass transition temperature. 
However, PTMSP degrades before reaching its glass transition temperature. As shown in 
Table 2.1, the theoretical  of PTMSP, PMP, and other “super-glassy” polymers can be 
estimated [42].  
To reset the thermal history of a PTMSP sample, it is customary to treat the 
sample with a conditioning agent (e.g., methanol). The large gas permeability of PTMSP 
is mainly attributed to an exceptionally high fractional free volume of up to 0.34 and 
average free volume element radii of 3 Å for the smaller mode and 5.3 Å for the larger 
mode (assuming spherical cavities) [43]. Gas permeation in PTMSP has been 
characterized for light hydrocarbon separations [1, 20, 24, 44-45]. 
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PTMSP has been studied extensively, given its compatibility with many 
industrially relevant solvents, ease of synthesis, and high permeabilities [36, 45]. The 
superior gas transport through PTMSP is at least partly due to a third of its volume 
comprising free volume (the highest of any known dense polymer) [46]. This large 
nonequilibrium free volume makes PTMSP soluble in a relatively large number of 
solvents but also prone to pronounced swelling by a variety of non-solvents, as 
summarized by Kappert et al. [47] (and implied by Figure 2.3). 
Substituted polyacetylenes present challenges for their use as commercially viable 
membrane materials. While very permeable to gases and light hydrocarbon vapors, 
PTMSP and its cousin materials have only modest selectivities. Most polyacetylenes have 
limited thermal stability, and their reverse-selectivities are often less desirable at 
moderately high temperatures [48]. Glassy polymers, and especially polyacetylenes, are 
susceptible to physical aging, which reduces gas permeability over time [41]. Although 
the thermal history of glassy polymers can be reset by heat treating to or above the glass 
transition temperature, PTMSP degrades before reaching its glass transition temperature. 
The accepted alternative method of resetting the thermal history effects of a PTMSP 
membrane is through treatment with a conditioning agent like methanol [49]. 
PTMSP and fumed silica (particles with estimated diameter of 12 nm) mixed-
matrix membranes (MMMs) have been shown to improve both C3H8/H2 selectivity and 
its permeability, mainly due to the shift of the large free volume element mode (r4) to 
radii up to 5.8 Å and the insertion of a third mode of interstitial free volume elements (r5) 
with radii in the range of 10-12 Å [55-56]. A similar observation was made in poly(4-
methyl-2-pentyne), PMP. The n-C4H10/CH4 selectivity and permeability in PMP MMMs 
significantly improve for fumed silica particles smaller than 50 nm in diameter, although 
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 PTMSP PMP PMPentene 
Structure 












>400 (est. 473) >230 30 
Density,  [g/cm3] 0.73-0.75 0.78-0.80 0.83 
Fractional free 
volume,  
0.29-0.34 0.28 0.18 
Average FVE cavity 
radii,  [Å] 
3, 5.3 2.5, 5 2 
CH4 permeability 
(25 °C),   [Barrer] 
12,000-15,000 1,500-2,000 11 
Table 2.1: Contrasting some properties of the super-glassy, highly permeable, reverse-
selective substituted polyacetylenes PTMSP and PMP with the structurally similar, 
semicrystalline poly-α-olefin PMPentene. Data compiled from [48, 50-54].  
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the free volume element size modes in PMP MMMs remain slightly smaller than in the 
PTMSP MMMs [57]. 
2.2.2: Ionic liquid membranes 
Extensive reviews have been written to guide polymer and ionic liquid-based 
separation membrane materials design [58-60]. The most prevalent supported ionic liquid 
membrane, or SILM, supports are PVDF, PTFE, PES, and inorganic Al2O3. In contrast 
with a ceramic support, a polymer support may offer secondary transport pathways 
through the polymer phase. Moreover, the polymer support can become plasticized 
(swollen) by the IL or the vapor penetrants [61-62]. Some SILM materials have been 
investigated for light hydrocarbon separations and exhibited promising selectivity [63-
64]. Common assumptions in these studies are that the support is rigid and highly 
impermeable compared to the IL and that any polymer swelling by the liquid is 
negligible. 
These assumptions may not be appropriate for PTMSP, as prior studies have 
found PTMSP is prone to high degrees of swelling when exposed to a variety of non-
solvents [47, 65]. This characteristic of PTMSP gave rise to a discrepancy between 
geometric and pycnometric (i.e., skeletal) density measurements of PTMSP, as described 
by Paul [66]. 
In selecting an IL for a polymeric support, it is useful to consider its affinity for 
the support. If it is too favorable, the IL will dissolve in the polymer and tend to form a 
single phase, whether a plasticized polymer or an ionogel. If it is too unfavorable, the IL 
will only weakly wet the free volume cavities and tend to form its own disperse phase or 
leach out of the support. One can gauge the IL-support interactions by comparing their 
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Kamlet-Taft parameters, contact angles, or Hansen solubility parameters, as shown in 
Figure 2.3. 
 
Figure 2.3: Hansen solubility parameter map of various PTMSP solvents and non-
solvents, including 4 ionic liquids and water. The y-axis parameter, , 
stands for the hydrogen-bonding Hansen solubility parameter [MPa1/2]. The 
x-axis combines the dispersive and polar Hansen solubility parameters,  
and , respectively. The yellow half-oval is a qualitative representation of 
the solubility boundary for PTMSP. Note that the typical solubility sphere 
drawn in Hansen space uses (2 ), , and   as axes [67-69]. 
 
Studies of SILMs for CO2 separations are more abundant than those for 
hydrocarbon separations, and much can be learned from conclusions drawn in this space. 
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CO2 is also a highly condensable, plasticizing gas, and SILMs are often reverse-selective 
for the CO2/H2 gas pair [31, 41, 70]. Because CO2 has a smaller kinetic diameter than 
CH4, many SILM systems developed have shown promise in exceeding the CO2/CH4 
Robeson upper-bound [71-72]. This is due in part to a facilitated-transport mechanism 
available to CO2 in many protic ILs (i.e., a chemisorption mode, in addition to 
physisorption in the IL). A corrected upper bound for SILMs has been developed for 
CO2/CH4 and CO2/N2 [73]. 
2.2.3: Other reverse-selective materials 
It is worth mentioning that most low , high-permeability rubbery polymers are 
reverse-selective in the context of light hydrocarbon separations. In particular, the 
properties of siloxane-based rubbers (e.g., PDMS and POMS) and other rubbers, like cis-
polypentenamer (cis-PPM), have been evaluated for light paraffin transport [16-17, 25]. 
Other classes of glassy polymers that sometimes exhibit reverse-selectivity 
including some high free volume polyimides, polynorbornenes, dibenzodioxin-based 
polymers and other ladder polymers have also been reported [21-23, 41]. 
Inorganic membrane materials with highly monodisperse pore sizes in the range 
of surface flow have also been studied for their reverse-selective separations potential. 
These include 0.5-2 nm porous carbon membranes, metal-organic framework (MOF) 
mixed matrix membranes, and zeolite MFI nanosheet membranes [19, 30, 41, 74]. 
2.3 GAS SORPTION IN POLYMERS 
This section presents commonly used models for predicting gas and vapor 
sorption in glassy and rubbery polymers.  
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2.3.1: Dual-mode model  
As its name implies, the dual-mode model is a combination of two simpler 
sorption models: Henry’s law and Langmuir’s model [2]. The dual-mode model is 
appropriate for describing gas sorption in most glassy polymers with both absorption 
(e.g., gas dissolved in the dense polymer phase) and adsorption (i.e., Langmuir sites 
around the accessible free volume) characteristics. Together, Figure 2.4a) and b) and 
Equations 2.12-2.13 show the contributions from each of the modes to the concentration 
and solubility curves, respectively. For pure-gas sorption: 
 
where  is the concentration of species A in the membrane,  is the dense phase 
Henry’s solubility constant,  is the Langmuir capacity parameter (proportional to the 
amount of available Langmuir sites) and  is the Langmuir affinity parameter (related to 
the penetrant condensability in the membrane). Similarly, in terms of solubility,  
 
This expression can be combined with equation 2.4 to yield dual mode fitting parameters 
for permeability data [20]. Glassy polymers with more accessible free volume will 
typically have both a larger proportion of their concentration from the Langmuir mode 
and a larger solubility pressure-dependence as a result. 
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Figure 2.4: The dual-mode model results from the superposition of Henry’s law and a 
Langmuir sorption model. At high equilibrium pressure, the slope from the 
dual-mode model approaches that of Henry’s law, as the contribution from 
Langmuir sorption becomes insignificant. Adapted from [74] 
The mixed-gas analogue, Equation 2.14, hints at the mixture phenomenon of 
competitive sorption, where the interaction of multiple species competing for limited 
Langmuir sites can result in significantly lower solubilities (and, thus, permeabilities) of a 
given species A, particularly if  [2, 44]: 
 
This model can be extended beyond binary mixtures, as implied by the ellipsis. 
2.3.2: Flory-Huggins model 
For rubbery polymers or other relatively dense glassy polymers near their glass 
transition temperature, sorption isotherms are better described by the Flory-Huggins 
model, Equation 2.15 [2, 75]: 
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where  is the volume fraction of A in the membrane,  is the penetrant-polymer Flory-
Huggins interaction parameter (and the single fitting parameter in this model), and  is 
the activity of A in the membrane phase. 
 Volume fraction can be related to concentration by Equation 2.16 [2,76-77], 
 
with  representing the partial molar volume of A in the membrane (either 
experimentally determined or estimated as the liquid molar volume of the species at its 
normal boiling point,  [76]),  signifying the fraction of amorphous phase (equal to 1 
for non-semicrystalline polymers) and  the molar volume of an ideal gas at 
standard temperature and pressure (here used as a conversion factor of 22,414 
[cm3(STP)/mol]). 
 The Flory-Huggins model reduces to Henry’s law at the limit of infinite dilution 
[77-78]: 
 
where . Note that the saturation pressure, , can be 
replaced with the saturation fugacity for a nonideal gas (see Section 2.5). 
2.3.3: Berens-Hopfenberg model 
Some sorption isotherms exhibit an inflection point such that the data are 
concave-down at low activities but is well fit by the Flory-Huggins model at high 
activities. Figure 2.5 shows that the inflection occurs at lower activity the closer a 
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polymer is to its glass transition temperature, but in all cases the data converge to the 
expected Flory-Huggins curve at high enough activity.  
 
 
Figure 2.5: Qualitative depiction of the isotherms described by Berens and 
Hopfenberg. The sorption in excess of that predicted by the Flory-Huggins theory 
at low penetrant activity is attributed to Langmuir-like sorption to non-
equilibrium free volume sites characteristic of glassy polymers. Adapted from 
[80]. 
These isotherms are commonly observed for highly condensable gas or vapor 
sorption in glassy polymers, particularly those susceptible to penetrant-induced swelling, 
or plasticization, though they have also been observed in vapor sorption of more rigid, 
porous materials [79]. On such isotherms, one could fit the data with Equation 2.18. Note 
that the Langmuir-like parameters  and  will be smaller than (and should not be 
compared directly with) the dual-mode  and  parameters. In the literature, it is 
common to fit the high activity (concave-up) portion of the data with Flory-Huggins 
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independently from the low pressure (concave-down) portion of the data, which is fit 
with the dual-mode model [81-82]. 
 
2.3.4: Other sorption models 
The sorption models presented earlier in this section are by no means the only 
models used to describe isotherms with inflection. Among lattice-fluid models, there is an 
extension to Equation 2.13, the Flory-Rehner model, which polymer scientists use to 
account for the effects of crosslinks in dense polymers [78]. The Sanchez-Lacombe 
model further extends this analysis by also accounting for the effects of cavities [83]. 
Some researchers have also adapted non-random and non-equilibrium lattice fluid (NRLF 
and NELF) models for polymer-gas systems, including butane in PET, xylene/nonane in 
polystyrene, and N2 and CO2 in polypropylene [84]. 
Multilayer sorption models originally developed for analysis of hard materials 
have also found applications in polymer systems. For instance, the Brunauer-Emmett-
Teller (BET) type II model has been used not only for cryogenic N2 and He porosimetry 
measurements of high FFV polymers but also for fitting vapor sorption data near-room 
temperatures, including methanol in cellulose acetate [85]. Likewise, the Guggenheim-
Anderson-DeBoer model has been used for fitting data of butanol sorption in PTMSP 
[86]. 
2.4 GAS SOLUBILITY AND DIFFUSIVITY IN IONIC LIQUID MEMBRANES 
At low pressures, gases are generally sparingly soluble in ILs, as they are in most 
organic liquids, so Henry’s law (i.e., Equation 2.13 truncated to the first term) is 
generally a good model to describe most gas-IL systems [87]. In the IL literature, 
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solubilities are typically reported as Henry’s constants. Appendix B shows how to 
convert Henry’s constants to volume-based solubilities (e.g., [mol L-1 bar-1] or [cm3 
(STP) cm-3 cmHg-1]), as generally reported in membrane science literature. 
Solubility behavior of gases does deviate from the infinite dilution limit (Henry’s 
law) at high pressures. The Krichevsky-Kasarnovsky model can better describe non-
linear (concave towards the pressure axis) isotherms in gas-IL systems [88]. For the 
relatively more condensable CO2 or C2+ hydrocarbon vapors, other deviations from 
Henry’s law may arise at relatively low pressures. In these cases, researchers may rely on 
regular-solution theory, Pierroti’s theory, various lattice fluid models, or predictive 
models (such as UNIFAC or COSMO-based models) [47, 89-90]. 
Both solubility and diffusivity depend on the fractional free volume of the confined liquid 
[47]. IL molar volume is often used as a proxy for free volume, as it is easily determined 
(only density needs to be measured). Banu et al. showed that confined IL properties can 
vary significantly from bulk IL properties and cautioned against using bulk IL properties 
for analyzing systems with a confined IL phase [91], in part because ionic liquid-based 
membranes can be affected by plasticization effects. A typical diffusion model for 
plasticizing membranes accounts for the increase in free volume due to increasing 
concentration of penetrant [20, 78]: 
 
where  is the penetrant-specific plasticization constant,  is the average concentration 
of penetrant A in the membrane and the infinite dilution concentration-averaged 
diffusivity, , mimics the FFV-dependent form of Equation 2.10. 
Scovazzo et al. developed gas diffusivity correlations in a variety of supported IL 
systems and showed that penetrant molar volume (while dissolved in the IL phase) and 
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liquid viscosity are useful in determining gas diffusivities, in addition to IL molar volume 
[92]. These correlations have the form: 
 
where  are empirical constants specific to a class of ILs, is the molar 
volume of the IL, is the viscosity of the IL, and  is the molar volume of penetrant A.  
2.5 ACCOUNTING FOR NON-IDEALITIES IN GAS MIXTURES 
For gases that behave nonideally, the partial pressure of a species A is not a good 
approximation of their fugacity, . In those situations, it is more meaningful to replace 
pressure with fugacity in all preceding equations, including any reference or saturation 
pressures for vapors, when defining vapor activity (e.g.,  in place of  in 
Equation 2.15).  
When studying gas mixtures that behave non-ideally, the fugacity coefficients 
should reflect the effect of interspecies interactions on the deviation from ideality. Doing 
so fundamentally refines the initially presented definition of permeability, Equation 2.1: 
 
where  and  are the fugacity of component A in a mixture either upstream or 
downstream of the membrane,  is the total gas volumetric flowrate across the 
membrane,  is the effective membrane surface area,  is the standard temperature 
(273.15 [K]) and  is the temperature at which the permeation experiment is done. 
 
where  is the mixture fugacity coefficient of A,  is the mol fraction of A in the gas 
mixture, and  is the total pressure [3, 93]. 
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 To further extend Equation 2.6 for a binary mixture (assuming that, for both 
species A and B, ) [93]: 
 
Here the  parameter is defined as the ratio of the mixture fugacity coefficients of A 
and B. 
In determining an appropriate mixture fugacity, it is important to balance the 
accuracy and practicality of our thermodynamic model of choice. The model should 
consider how both mixture conditions and interspecies interactions vary with changing 
state variables (e.g., temperature and pressure). Figure 2.6 compares the fugacity 





Figure 2.6: Comparing C2H6 fugacity coefficients for CH4-C2H6 binary mixtures at 35 
°C and three different total mixture pressures obtained from Peng-Robinson 
and the Virial equation truncated to the second term with those obtained 
from the NIST reference properties library in AspenPlus. The rightmost data 
represent pure-gas ethane fugacity coefficients, , because the partial 
ethane pressure equals the total pressure. Second virial coefficients were 
interpolated from [94]. 
Note that for all three EOS, the C2H6 fugacity coefficient at a constant partial 
pressure (vertical line) varies greatly depending on the total mixture pressure. The 
employed forms of the NIST REFPROP, Peng-Robinson and truncated virial EOS, along 
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with fugacity coefficients for CH4, C2H6, and C3H8 over the range of studied pressures, 
are presented in Appendix C. 
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Chapter 3: Materials and Methods 
3.1 MATERIALS 
Poly(1-trimethylsilyl-1-propyne), PTMSP, was purchased from Gelest, Inc. The 
batch used in these experiments was characterized by Malgorzata Chwatko using gel 
permeation chromatography (GPC) with chloroform and had a weight average molar 
mass of 300,900 g/mol and a polydispersity index of 2.28. The poly(4-methyl-2-pentyne), 
PMP, was synthesized with the assistance of Maximilian Strauss. No GPC 
characterization was possible, as PMP is insoluble in the available GPC solvents [1]. 
4.0 research grade C2H6, 4.0 research grade C3H8, UHP 300 grade H2, and UHP 
300 grade CH4 gas cylinders were obtained from Airgas. H-NMR spectra of 
[hmim][Tf2N], PTMSP, and PMP are included in Figure D.2 through Figure D.4 (see 
Appendix D). The ionic liquids in this work were synthesized by Dr. Oscar Morales. 
Details of the syntheses are discussed next. 
3.1.1: Synthesis of [hmim][Tf2N] 
The ionic liquid 1-hexyl-3-methylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethyl sulfonyl)imide, 
[hmim][Tf2N], was synthesized by Dr. Oscar Morales as detailed in literature [2]. The 
precursors 1-bromohexane (>98%), 1-methylimidazole (99%), and lithium 
bis(trifluoromethyl sulfonyl)imide (99%), [Li][Tf2N], were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich. 
The 1-methylimidazole was mixed with a small excess of 1-bromohexane in acetonitrile 
at 40 °C under a dry argon atmosphere. The highly exothermic reaction was carried out 
over the course of three days, and the produced 1-hexyl-3-methylimidazolium bromide, 
[hmim][Br], was purified using activated charcoal while stirring for 24 hrs. The solution 
was then diluted in acetonitrile and passed first through a Celite plug (7 cm long, 3 cm in 
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diameter) and then through a column of acidic alumina (20 cm long, 2.5 cm in diameter). 
The acetonitrile was then removed from solution via a rotary evaporator at 40 °C, 
followed by drying at high vacuum and 50 °C for 48 hrs. The dry bromide salt was then 
mixed with the [Li][Tf2N] to allow for anion exchange. The [hmim][Tf2N] was then 
decanted, washed 5-8 times with water until no halides were detectable by a silver nitrate 
test (~30 ppm halide detection limit), and dried under high vacuum for 48 hrs. 
3.1.2: Synthesis of PMP 
The batch of poly(4-methyl-2-pentyne) used in this work was synthesized by 
following procedures in the literature [3-4] using 96% 4-methyl-2-pentyne from Aldrich, 
extra dry (<50 ppm water) toluene from Acros Organics, and 99% niobium (V) chloride, 
NbCl5, powder from Sigma-Aldrich. A catalyst solution was prepared in a dry (<2% 
relative humidity) N2 environment by dissolving 0.24 g (0.85 mmol) of NbCl5 in 36 mL 
anhydrous toluene. A clear solution of 10 grams of liquid 4-methyl-2-propyne, or MP, 
monomer and 14 mL of anhydrous toluene was then added dropwise to the gently stirred 
(~200 rpm) yellow catalyst solution at 30 °C and allowed to react for 24 hours. The 
viscosity of the dark brown reaction solution increased rapidly, such that the stirring 
settings in the magnetic plate had to be increased gradually over the first 30 minutes of 
the reaction (and until the magnetic stir bar became unable to spin even at the maximum 
stirring setting). After 24 hours, 3-5 mL of methanol were added to the reaction vessel to 
deactivate the catalyst. The thick, dark brown gel was recovered and redissolved 
overnight in 200 mL of cyclohexane while stirring at 400 rpm and 30 °C. The PMP was 
then precipitated by adding the cyclohexane solution dropwise to a rapidly stirred (1000 
rpm) excess of methanol (~2 L). The methanol wash solution slowly turned yellow as it 
extracted the catalyst. Most of the excess methanol was removed by decanting, and the 
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remaining slurry was centrifuged for 20 minutes at 4000 rpm. The solids were then 
filtered with a Büchner funnel and dried with a diaphragm pump vacuum (in order not to 
expose the polymer to pump oil vapors) for 48 hours. 
3.1.2: Synthesis of PDMS 
Neat PDMS elastomer membrane samples were prepared by allowing a 5-fold 
molar excess of epoxypropoxypropyl-terminated PDMS to react with aminopropyl-
terminated telechelic PDMS [5]. The epoxypropoxypropyl-terminated polymer reactant 
was roughly 550 g/mol, while the aminopropyl terminated PDMS had a molar mass of 
approximately 25,000 g/mol. The mixture was solution cast in a PTFE plate and annealed 
at 160 °C. A similar procedure was followed for PDMS-IL composite membrane 
preparation, but the amount of IL specified (e.g., 20wt%) was added to the reaction 
mixture and stirred vigorously until a homogeneous dispersion was achieved. It should be 
noted that some of the less viscous (and/or some of the more hydrophylic) ILs aggregate 
into macroscopic droplets during the annealing step or prior to the permeation test.  
3.2 MEMBRANE SAMPLE PREPARATION 
Neat PTMSP films were cast from a 2wt% PTMSP dope cyclohexane solution. 
The casting solution was filtered in 0.45 µm PVDF/glass microfiber filters to remove 
dust and undissolved particles. Air bubbles were allowed to settle out prior to adding the 
dope solution to a glass casting plate partially covered by an inverted funnel with a plug 
at the neck. This set-up allowed slow evaporation of the cyclohexane over a period of 8-
12 hours. The neat PTMSP membrane was delaminated from the casting plate and 
washed with methanol for conditioning.  
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SILMs were prepared by weighing neat polymer films and then immersing the 
neat sample for 10-15 minutes in a closed container with a methanol-[hmim][Tf2N] 
solution of known concentration (refer to Figure 4.1 in Chapter 4). The soaked sample 
was removed from the closed container, immediately blotted dry with a laboratory tissue, 
and exposed to a diaphragm pump vacuum for 1 hour, as depicted in Figure 3.1. Using a 
diaphragm pump ensured that the samples were not exposed to pump oil vapors [6-7]. 
The dry SILM was then weighed, and the IL loading was computed as the weight of IL 
over the total weight of the SILM.  
 
 
Figure 3.1: Simplified SILM sample preparation protocol. 
Membrane sample thicknesses, which ranged from 25 to 45 µm (+/- 1 µm), were 
measured using a Mitutoyo digital micrometer (293MDC-MX series). For permeation 
measurements, membrane samples were mounted on brass disks with orifice diameter 
ranging from 0.375 to 0.75 inches and adhered in place with 5-minute epoxy gel. Area 
measurements were carried out with a (CanoScan LiDE 400) computer scanner at 600 
DPI resolution. Permeation measurements were conducted a minimum of 72 hours after 
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removal of the SILM from the methanol solution (or the neat PTMSP from the methanol 
conditioning). 
3.3 PURE-GAS PERMEATION 
Generally, gas permeabilities in neat PTMSP are high. Assuming that the 
permeability in PTMSP of the most impermeable species studied, CH4, is on the order of 
10,000 Barrer at 35 °C, the flowrate through a 30 μm-thick membrane sample with an 
area of 0.5 cm2 is roughly 1.0 cm3/min. In contrast, the CH4 permeability in a 60wt% 
[hmim][Tf2N] in PTMSP SILM sample is 3 orders of magnitude lower (~10 Barrer), so a 
membrane sample with the same dimensions would yield a flowrate of around 0.001 
cm3/min. 
A good rule of thumb is that samples with a permeate gas flowrate lower than 
0.05 mL/min should be measured in a constant-volume, variable-pressure system, while 
samples yielding flowrates greater than 0.05 mL/min are more easily measured with a 
constant-pressure, variable-volume system. 
3.3.1: Constant-pressure, variable-volume method 
Neat PTMSP and PMP, as well as SILM samples, were measured using a 
constant-pressure, variable-volume apparatus. Once steady-state has been reached, 
permeability is calculated using Equation 3.1:  
 
Where the permeability of species A, , has units of Barrer,  is the membrane thickness 
in cm,  is the pseudo-steady state volumetric flowrate of permeate gas in cm3/s, and  
is the membrane area in cm2 [8]. Throughout this study, the downstream pressure, , is 
atmospheric (76 cmHg),  is the standard temperature (273.15 K), and the experimental 
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temperature, , is controlled to a constant (usually 308.15 K). Figure 3.2 illustrates a 
typical constant-pressure, variable-volume apparatus. 
 
 
Figure 3.2 Constant-pressure, variable-volume permeation system schematic. The 
permeate flowrates can be measured with a variety of flowmeters but 
typically are limited to not less than 0.05 mL/min (with the 1 mL bubble 
flowmeter) and no more than 5,000 mL/min (with the 1 L bubble 
flowmeter). 
3.3.2: Constant-volume, variable-pressure method 
SILM samples of IL loading 42wt% and higher were measured using a constant-
volume, variable pressure system. Permeability can be calculated by Equation 3.2: 
 
Where  has units of Barrer,  is the membrane thickness in cm,  is the downstream 
chamber volume in cm3,  is the steady state downstream pressure 
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increment due to gas permeation in atm/s,  is the membrane area in cm2,  is the 
experiment temperature in kelvin, and  is the applied (upstream) pressure in cmHg 
[9]. 
It is desired that the overall rising pressure rate  be at least ten times larger than the 
leak rate, , otherwise the sample flowrate is too small to measure reliably with a 
constant-pressure, variable-volume system. Because this method exposes samples to a 
high vacuum line for extended periods of time, a liquid nitrogen trap (with sacrificial 
PTMSP powder as an absorbent) was used during measurement to prevent vacuum pump 
oil from accumulating in any permeation samples [6-7]. Figure 3.3 shows a simplified 
constant-volume, variable-pressure system diagram. 
  
Figure 3.3 Constant-volume, variable-pressure permeation system schematic. 
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3.4 MIXED-GAS PERMEATION 
Mixed-gas permeation experiments utilized a constant-pressure sweep system. 
Mixed-gas feeds of up to 3 different species can be custom made with the appropriate 
mass flow controllers calibrated for any of the six species depicted in the lower left-hand 
corner of Figure 3.4. The temperature can be controlled within the range of 5 to 200 °C, 
and samples with permeate flowrates as low as 0.0001 mL/min can be measured. A GC 
equipped with a TCD and an FID is used for compositional analysis.  
 
 
Figure 3.4: Mixed-gas sweep system schematic. 
To minimize concentration polarization, the sweep rate on both the upstream and 
downstream sides should be one hundred times larger than the gas flowrate across the 




where  is the downstream stage-cut,  is the upstream stage-cut, and  are 
volumetric flowrates. Figure 3.5 shows the various streams around the sweep system 
permeation cell. 
Much like in the pure-gas constant-pressure, variable-volume system, we can 





Where  is the component A fugacity in a mixture, while the volume fraction of A in the 
downstream is a function, , of , the area of the TCD peak of component A, and 
, the area of a TCD peak of 100vol% component A in the sample loop [10]. 
 
 
Figure 3.5: Modified permeation cell design for upstream and downstream sweep. 
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3.5 PURE-GAS SORPTION 
Of the many possible methods for characterizing isothermal gas sorption in 
liquids and solids, we focus on two: the pressure-decay and the gravimetric methods.  
3.5.1: Pressure-decay method 
This method involves inserting a material sample into a sample chamber of 
known volume  and degassing it along with a known charge volume, . After a 
known pressure of gas is loaded into the charge volume, , the valve dividing  and  
is opened momentarily and then closed again. The pressure in both chambers is 
monitored by pressure transducers and logged by a computer, as shown in Figure 3.6. As 
the gas in  equilibrates with the sample, the pressure decays asymptotically. Once the 
pressure in the sample chamber equilibrates, a new higher pressure can be loaded to the 
charge volume, and the valve may be briefly opened once more to record a second 
equilibrium pressure. This process can be repeated for  charge steps. The amount of 
gas sorbed into the sample can be determined from a mol balance (Equation 3.6) and an 
equation of state [11]. 
 
where  are the moles of A sorbed in the sample at any charge step ,  are the 
moles of A in the charge volume, and  are the moles of A in the headspace of the 
sample volume (i.e., the portion of  not occupied by the sample).  and  are the 
pressures in the charge and sample volumes, respectively, at any step . Similarly,  
and  are the compressibility factors corresponding to the gas pressure in the charge 
and sample volumes, respectively, at any charge step . 
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For an ideal gas, Boyle’s law is an appropriate equation of state, and all . 
Otherwise,  can be related to the fugacity coefficient obtained from any equation of 




where the compressibility factor, Z, is a function of only pressure and molar volume, 
 for isothermal measurements. 
 
 
Figure 3.6: Pressure-decay apparatus schematic. 
3.5.2: Gravimetric method 
Gravimetric sorption measurements were carried out in a magnetic suspension 
balance. The sample is loaded in a bucket in a temperature- and pressure-controlled 
chamber, as shown in Figure 3.7. The measurement begins by degassing the sample until 
its mass change stabilizes to within the last two digits (tenths and hundredths of a 
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microgram). During measurement, the computer tracks the mass change over time after 
addition of the gas at a set pressure. The mass asymptotically approaches a new stable 
value as the sample reaches equilibrium with the gas in the chamber. 
The instrument reports the bucket plus sample weight while lifting the bucket 
with the hook (that is, at the measuring point). The microbalance is tared every two 
minutes while the bucket is supported by the cone rather than the hook (that is, at the zero 
point) and the corrected weight reported by the instrument accounts for any balance drift 
by referencing the most recent tared mass. The sample mass is calculated from the 




where  is the measured, corrected weight (of the sample plus bucket),  is the 
weight of the empty bucket under vacuum (at the measurement temperature),  is 
the density of the gas or vapor in the chamber,  is the volume of the sample,  is 
the acceleration due to gravity, and  is the volume of the empty bucket as obtained 
from a buoyancy calibration run. The sample mass is obtained by dividing the weight of 
the sample,  by . It should be noted that  is often assumed constant 
when measuring sorption of sparingly soluble gases, but for getting sorption isotherms of 
more condensable species, characterizing the  change with increasing pressure 




Figure 3.7: Simplified schematic of a magnetic suspension balance. Adapted from [15]. 
3.6 DILATOMETRY 
The one-dimensional length change of polymer and SILM samples when exposed 
to the light hydrocarbon gases was measured with a dilatometer, as pictured in Figure 3.8. 
Sample dimensions were approximately 80-90 mm long, 8-10 mm wide and 60-70 μm 
thick. The samples were held in place by a clamp within a Jerguson gauge and kept from 
curling by a wire track but were otherwise free to expand unconstrained. A Ricoh DMK 
23U274 digital camera was used to record sample photographs continuously in a CPU. 
The minimum detectable length change is approximately 0.03 mm. The pressure readout 
is a 700 psia Heise gauge with an accuracy of 0.1% of the maximum grading. The oil 
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Figure 3.8: A simplified schematic of the dilatometer. Adapted from [16]. 
3.7 DENSITY 
Geometric densities were derived from sample mass from a Sartorius balance 
(model MSU225P-1TR-DA), thickness measurements from a Mitutoyo digital 
micrometer (293MDC-MX series), and area measurements from a (CanoScan LiDE 400) 
computer scanner. 




Where  is the density of the sample,  is the mass of the sample in air,  is the 
mass of the sample in an auxiliary liquid,  is the density of air and  is the density of 
the auxiliary liquid. The auxiliary liquid used was deionized water to prevent sample 
swelling mid-measurement [17]. 
3.8: DIFFERENTIAL SCANNING CALORIMETRY AND THERMOGRAVIMETRIC ANALYSIS 
TGA and DSC scans were made in a Mettler Toledo TGA/DSC 3+ and a Mettler 
Toledo DSC 3. Because scan temperatures did not exceed 500 °C, standard aluminum 
crucibles were used. The TGA scanning rate was 5 °C/min, while the DSC scanning rate 
was 10 °C/min, and the 2nd heating curves are reported. 
3.9: CROSS SECTIONAL SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPY–ENERGY DISPERSIVE X-RAY 
(CS-SEM-EDX) SPECTROSCOPY 
Cross sectional SEM was done using the secondary electron scanning and energy 
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy modes in a Hitachi S-5500 SEM. Samples were sputter-
coated with gold nanoparticles for 90 seconds. An acceleration voltage of 20 kV and 
probe current of 10 μA were used, and magnification ranged from 1.2k to 1.4k. A slow 
scanning rate (capture speed integration of 20 s) was used. EDX spectra were collected 
for 180 s per frame. 
3.10: MECHANICAL PROPERTIES ANALYSIS 
Mechanical properties were measured with a Shimadzu Autograph AGS-X 500N, 
a Universal Testing Machine (UTM) adhering to the ASTM D-1708-13 standard; the 
tensile test method is outlined in standards D 882 and D 638. The UTM was operated 
with Bluehill Materials Testing software. Dogbone specimens (adhering to the D 882 
standard) were between 60 and 70 µm in thickness. Averages and standard deviations of 
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Chapter 4: Characterization of [hmim][Tf2N]-PTMSP SILMs 
4.1 EQUILIBRIUM IL CONCENTRATION CURVES 
SILMs were made following the procedure described in Section 3.2. For the 
[hmim][Tf2N]-PTMSP SILMs, the IL was dissolved in methanol at various 
concentrations. After equilibrating a neat PTMSP sample of known mass in these 
solutions, the sample was removed from solution, the excess liquid immediately blotted 
off, and the sample dried under vacuum provided by a diaphragm pump. The IL loading 
of the dry SILM corresponding to each of the IL-methanol concentration solutions used 
was noted. From Figure 4.1, it is evident that sample thickness affects the IL loading. 
Matthew Santoso and Nathalie Debelle assisted in the making of other equilibrium IL 
loading versus IL-methanol concentration curves similar to Figure 4.1 for other alcohols 
or other ILs, respectively.  
Other than functioning as the volatile component in the IL solutions, methanol 
serves at least two purposes: (1) it swells the PTMSP matrix, facilitating the diffusion of 
IL into the membrane and (2) it dissolves the IL, reducing the viscosity of the liquid 
mixture and thus the time to reach equilibrium. The viscosity of neat [hmim][Tf2N] at 25 
°C is 70.6 mPa s [1]. Given the high viscosities of some ILs, submerging PTMSP in a 
neat IL can take multiple days to reach equilibrium. For instance, Bazhenov et al. 
equilibrated their 21 μm PTMSP samples with various ILs, including [P66614][Br] with a 
reported viscosity of 2988 mPa s at 25 °C, for a minimum of 40 days [2].  
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Figure 4.1: Equilibrium [hmim][Tf2N] loading in dry SILMs post immersion in IL-
methanol solution of known concentration. 
4.2 TGA AND DSC OF PTMSP SILMS 
Figure 4.2 compares the thermal decomposition behavior of the neat PTMSP, the 
neat [hmim][Tf2N], and SILMs of various compositions. The tangent-extrapolated onset 
temperature of the neat PTMSP was 356 °C, while that of [hmim][Tf2N] was 411 °C. For 
SILMs, the onset temperatures were 354, 358, 359, and 364 °C for the 21, 41, 50, and 
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59wt% loadings, respectively. A secondary mass loss step associated with the degradation 
of the ionic liquid was observed for the 42wt% and higher loadings.  
 
Figure 4.2: Thermal decomposition curves of [hmim][Tf2N]-PTMSP SILMs and the 
neat components. Reported onset temperatures were determined by the 
intersection of tangents method. 
DSC analyses are summarized in Figure 4.3. The glass, crystallization, and 
melting transitions ( ,  and ) of the neat [hmim][Tf2N] were identified at -85, -22, 
and -6 °C, respectively. No characteristic features were observed in the neat PTMSP or 
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21wt% loading SILM scans, whereas a small feature matching the melting temperature, 
, of the IL was observed in the 41wt% and 60wt% SILM scans. 
 
Figure 4.3: Second heating differential scanning calorimetry curves of [hmim][Tf2N]-
PTMSP SILMs and the neat components. The features labelled , , and 
 correspond to the glass transition, crystallization, and melting 
temperatures of the ionic liquid, respectively. 
A small baseline shift matching the IL glass transition was also observed for the 
60wt% SILM curve. The IL confinement within the polymer matrix is likely to inhibit the 
crystallization transition, as was observed in SPI-[bmim][Tf2N] membranes [3]. 
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4.3 CROSS-SECTIONAL SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPY WITH ENERGY DISPERSIVE 
SPECTROSCOPY OF SILMS 
Elemental analysis via energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy was conducted to 
investigate the IL dispersion in a 60wt% SILM. Figure 4.4 displays the relevant cross-
sectional SEM images. Fluorine, nitrogen, and sulfur elemental analysis revealed that the 
IL was homogeneously dispersed across the membrane thickness, within the resolution of 
the detector, for all IL loadings studied. 
 
 
Figure 4.4: Secondary electron and corresponding EDX elemental maps of C, Si, N, S, 
and F for a roughly 35 μm thick 60wt% [hmim][Tf2N] in PTMSP SILM. 
 
4.4 DENSITY OF SILMS AND NEAT PTMSP 
As seen in Figure 4.5, uncertainties from densities determined by the geometric 
method are typically greater than those obtained from the buoyancy method or other 
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pycnometric methods. Other methods for measuring densities of polymers include gas 
pycnometers and density gradient columns. A helium pycnometer can measure skeletal 
density, which may differ from the geometric density if the sample is porous or a high 
free volume polymer [4]. Care must also be taken when making use of the density 
gradient column or buoyancy methods, one must keep in mind any pronounced effects of 
sample swelling when submerged into auxiliary fluids that are also swelling agents. The 
auxiliary fluid chosen should only minimally swell the sample, if at all, during 
measurement. For PTMSP, water was chosen as the auxiliary fluid given its negligible 
swelling degree on PTMSP [5] and the large immiscibility gap between [hmim][Tf2N] 
and water [6]. 
The green curve in Figure 4.5 was obtained by assuming volume additivity and 
doing a mass balance [7]: 
 
 
where  is the volume fraction of IL in the SILM,  is the density of neat IL,  is 
the IL mass fraction or fractional IL loading, and  is the density of neat polymer. From 





Figure 4.5: Densities of [hmim][Tf2N]-PTMSP SILMs as determined by the geometric 
and buoyancy methods. The bounds represent theoretical predictions by the 
volume additivity assumption (lower) and the fixed-volume or no swelling 
assumption (upper). The buoyancy method data were fit using Equation 4.3 
with =12 ±0.7, =0.185 ±0.006 and an R2 of 0.998. 
The yellow curve is obtained by fixing the original volume occupied by the 
polymer and computing the density increase with the addition of IL. The experimental 
density data are bound by the predictions made from either of these assumptions, so a 
more elaborate model is needed to fit the data. Given the large free volume of the neat 
polymer support, one could make a better model by making  a function of  to 
account for the apparent densification of the polymer phase as its accessible free volume 
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is occupied by, or shared with, the IL. Absent free volume, the maximum density of the 
polymer equals its skeletal density, as conveniently measured by a helium pycnometer 




Where  is the skeletal density of the polymer,  is its geometric density, and 
 and  are fitting parameters related to the sharpness of the curvature transition and the 
weight fraction of IL at which the transition begins, respectively. 
The densities and corresponding volume fractions of IL are shown in Table 4.1. In 
determining the volume fractions of [hmim][Tf2N] of the SILMs from the density data, 
the following assumptions were made: (1) that the IL first occupies the accessible free 
volume in the PTMSP, prior to causing any matrix swelling; (2) that the swelling is 
isotropic; and (3) that the bulk phase IL and confined phase IL have the same density. 
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Table 4.1: Comparing densities obtained by the buoyancy, geometric, and pycnometric 
methods for neat PTMSP and [hmim][Tf2N] in PTMSP SILMs and 
corresponding volume fraction of IL. 




IL volume fraction 
[vol%] 
0 0.77 (±0.02) 0.764 (±0.023) 0 
5.5 0.83 (±0.01) 0.812 (±0.006) 3.2 
16.2 0.93 (±0.02) 0.904 (±0.010) 10.6 
27.7 1.01 (±0.03) 1.029 (±0.007) 20.4 
31.7 1.05 (±0.03) 1.059 (±0.008) 24.1 
38.0 - 1.105 (±0.007) 30.1 
42.1 1.13 (±0.03) 1.138 (±0.009) 34.0 
50.8 1.16 (±0.03) 1.164 (±0.007) 42.4 
4.5 MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF A SILM AND OF NEAT PTMSP 
Tensile tests of 42wt% [hmim][Tf2N] SILMs and PTMSP samples (14 days after 
methanol exposure) reveal the effects on the film’s mechanical properties of 
incorporating IL into the polymer matrix. The IL-containing samples are both more 
ductile and tougher than the neat polymer samples, but their elastic modulus and yield 
strength are more modest than those of the neat polymer. Figure 4.6 shows the typical 
stress-strain behavior of PTMSP and 42wt% SILM samples. PTMSP, like other brittle 
polymers, exhibits elastic and plastic regions prior to the point of fracture, which overlaps 
with the maximum applied stress, or the tensile strength. This is not the case in the typical 
42wt% SILM curves, as the maximum corresponds to the onset of necking, and the 




Figure 4.6: Representative engineering stress-strain curves of a neat PTMSP and a 
42wt% [hmim][Tf2N] in PTMSP SILM dogbone specimens. Engineering 
strain is calculated as the length increase normalized over the initial sample 
length and expressed as a percentage length change. 
The Young’s modulus is 580 MPa, which is over 50% smaller than the 946 MPa 
measured in neat PTMSP. On the other hand, the elongation at break in the 42wt% SILM 
is 42.0%, compared to 25.6% for the neat polymer. This translates to a more than 80% 
greater ductility for the SILM than for the neat support. These and other relevant SILM 
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mechanical properties are summarized in Table 4.2. The properties of the neat PTMSP 
compare favorably with the elastic modulus reported previously for as-cast PTMSP and 
PTMSP aged for 30 days [9]. 
 
Material PTMSP 42wt% [hmim][Tf2N] in 
PTMSP SILM 
Young’s Modulus [MPa] 946 (±21)  578 (±33) 
Yield Strength [MPa] 29.4 (±0.6) 19.1 (±1.9) 
Yield Strain [%] 9.3 (±0.4) 7.0 (±1.0) 
Toughness [MJ/m3] 7.8 (±0.6) 10.4 (±2.1) 
Elongation at Break [%] 25.6 (±2.6) 42.1 (±6.1) 
Ductility [%] 16.3 (±2.2) 35.0 (±5.3) 
Table 4.2: Summary of mechanical properties for neat PTMSP and 42wt% 
[hmim][Tf2N] in PTMSP SILM obtained from at least 5 dogbone 
specimens. 
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Chapter 5: Pure-gas permeation of polymer-IL SILMs and composites 
5.1 PTMSP AND PTMSP-BASED SILMS 
This section presents permeation data for (1) the neat polymer support as well as 
PTMSP-SILMs made with (2) [hmim][Tf2N] at various IL loadings, (3) the imidazolium-
based [Cxmim][Tf2N] and [Cxmmim][Tf2N] series at similar IL loadings, and (4) the 
ammonium based [Nxxxy][Tf2N] series at similar IL loadings. Unless otherwise specified, 
gases were measured in order of increasing condensability at 35 °C, all neat PTMSP 
measurements were carried out in a constant-pressure, variable-volume system, and all 
SILM measurements were done in a constant-volume, variable-pressure system. 
5.1.1: PTMSP 
Figure 5.1 shows the pure-gas permeabilities at 35 °C as a function of pressure for 
neat PTMSP. For the natural gas liquids (C2+), it is especially evident that permeabilities 
decrease asymptotically with increasing transmembrane pressure. The neat PTMSP 
permeation data is shown in tabular form in Table E.1 (see Appendix E). 
 
Figure 5.1: Pure-gas permeability in neat PTMSP cast from cyclohexane at 35 °C 
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All studied gas permeabilities at 35 °C in neat PTMSP can be fit with the dual-
mode transport model, as discussed in section 7.2 [1]. Nathalie Debelle assisted in 
measuring some of the N2 and CH4 permeabilities in neat PTMSP and [hmim][Tf2N] 
SILMs. 
5.1.2: [hmim][Tf2N] in PTMSP SILMs 
As shown in Figure 5.2, in contrast to the dual-mode behavior observed in the 
neat polymer, the permeability pressure dependence of the C2+ hydrocarbons in the 
[hmim][Tf2N] in PTMSP SILMs is not only inverted but also much more pronounced. 
For instance, the propane permeability in a 42wt% SILM at an applied pressure of 7 
atmospheres is two orders of magnitude greater than that at a transmembrane pressure of 
1 atmosphere, as shown in Figure 5.2. This dramatic increase is attributed to SILM 
plasticization by the C2+. Section 7.2 discusses coupling the SILM permeability data 
presented here with solubility data to infer pure-gas effective concentration-averaged 
diffusivities and the penetrant-specific plasticization constant, , for the C2+ using 
Equation 2.19. 
As a testament to defect-free samples, the hydrogen permeability is not pressure 
dependent for either the neat polymer or the 42wt% SILM. Figure 5.2 also shows that the 
gas permeabilities for all species in the 42wt% SILM are nearly three orders of magnitude 
smaller than those in the neat polymer. Similar observations were made for SILMs of 
different IL compositions. Permeation data for SILMs ranging from 20wt% to 64wt% 
[hmim][Tf2N] loading are presented in Figure E.1 and Tables E.1 and E.2 (see Appendix 
E). Dr. Jaesung Park aided in the data collection for the 20wt% and 64wt% SILMs. A 
sample constant-volume, variable-pressure permeation test protocol refined by 
Maximilian Strauss is outlined in Table E.3. 
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Figure 5.2: Pure-gas permeability in 42wt% [hmim][Tf2N] in PTMSP at 35 °C and 
comparison with the neat PTMSP permeation results. 
Notably, propane permeability (above 2 bar of transmembrane pressure) increases 
with increasing IL loading, and as a result the pure-gas C3H8/CH4 selectivity increases 
with increasing IL content. Figure 5.3 shows the pure-gas C3H8/CH4 selectivity of the 
hydrocarbon gas species as a function of IL loading. 
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Figure 5.3: Pure-gas C3H8/CH4 selectivity in 20, 42, and 64wt% [hmim][Tf2N] in 
PTMSP SILMs at 35 °C at a range of transmembrane pressures. 
 It was observed that the C3H8 plasticization constant, , was larger for 
SILMs of higher IL loading. This is further discussed in section 7.2. 
5.1.2: [Cxmim][Tf2N] and [Cxmmim][Tf2N] in PTMSP SILMs 
The two series of imidazolium-based cation ILs listed in Table 5.1 were selected 
to better understand the effects of alkyl chain length and the presence of a secondary 
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alkyl group on properties such as viscosity, molar volume, and, ultimately, gas 
permeability in SILMs. The six ionic liquids were synthesized and purified by Dr. Oscar 
Morales (see Chapter 3.1).  
Table 5.1: Molecular structure, molar mass, and molar volume of [Cxmim][Tf2N] and 
[Cxmmim][Tf2N] ionic liquids, where x =2, 6 or 10. The molar volumes 
were calculated by dividing the molar mass over the densities in Table 5.2. 
































Maximilian Strauss characterized the viscosities and densities of the 
[Cxmim][Tf2N] and the [Cxmmim][Tf2N] IL series, as well as the H2, CH4, and C3H8 
permeabilities at similar loadings using a constant-volume, variable pressure system in 
PTMSP SILMs made with these ILs. The relevant density and viscosity data is 
summarized in Table 5.2. 
Table 5.2: Density and viscosity data of [Cxmim][Tf2N] and [Cxmmim][Tf2N] ionic 
liquids were measured with an Anton Paar DMA 4500 and an SVM 3001. 
Morgan and Scovazzo developed a simplified gas diffusivity correlation of the 













IL Density at 35 °C 
[g/cm3] 
Viscosity at 
25 °C [mPa s] 
Viscosity at 
35 °C [mPa s] 
Viscosity at 
50 °C [mPa s] 
[emim][Tf2N] 1.513 ±0.005 33.18 ±0.03 23.93 ±0.19 15.6 ±0.6 
[emmim][Tf2N] 1.483 ±0.006 66.11 ±0.02 44.83 ±0.10 27.06 ±0.57 
[hmim][Tf2N] 1.368 ±0.005 70.65 ±0.03 46.02 ±0.27 24.9 ±1.5 
[hmmim][Tf2N] 1.352 ±0.007 131.2 ±0.25 78.04 ±0.40 - 
[dmim][Tf2N] 1.269 ±0.004 89.07 ±0.29 56.96 ±0.12 36.2 ±0.57 
[dmmim][Tf2N] - 206.2 ±0.54 117.2 ±0.47 - 
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1 μm nominal pore diameter glass fiber filters and a 0.5 μm nominal pore diameter 
Zefluor (hydrophobic PTFE) backing [2]: 
 
where  = 0.00266 cm2/s,  = 0,  = 0.66 ±0.03, and  = 1.04 ±0.08. 
Although both viscosity and molar volume of the ILs are increased by adding 
more carbons to the primary alkyl chain or adding a secondary methyl group, we 
hypothesize (based on Equation 5.1 and the molar volumes and viscosities from Table 5.1 
and Table 5.2) that the permeabilities for SILMs of similar IL loadings will decrease with 
increasing alkyl chain length or addition of a secondary methyl group to the cation. In 
other words, the decrease in  due to the increase in viscosity is expected to dominate 
over the increase in  due to the larger molar volume that results from increasing the 
number of alkyl carbons. 
Three observations can be made from the gas permeability and C3H8/CH4 
selectivity versus transmembrane pressure plotted in Figure 5.4. First, it illustrates that, 
indeed, the H2, CH4, and C3H8 permeabilities can be arranged in decreasing order with 
increasing alkyl chain length in the SILM cations. Second, comparing [hmim][Tf2N] and 
[hmmim][Tf2N] containing SILMs reveals that the H2 and C3H8 permeabilities are 
smaller for SILMs made with the IL containing a secondary methyl group. Curiously, this 
is true only for CH4 permeability at transmembrane pressures of 3 bar or lower, as the 
plasticization constant for CH4 in the [hmmim]-based SILM appears to be much larger 
than that for the [hmim]-based SILM. Third, the inflection points on the semi-log C3H8 
permeability curve occur at lower transmembrane pressures for SILMs made from denser 
ILs (at similar ILwt% loadings). Note that C3H8 permeability approaches a plateau at 
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around 8000 Barrer for the [emim][Tf2N] and [emmim][Tf2N]-containing SILMs. The 
data in Figure 5.4 is shown in tabular form in Table E.4 (see Appendix E). 
 
 
Figure 5.4: Pure-gas permeability measured at 35 °C in selected [Cxmim][Tf2N] and 
[Cxmmim][Tf2N] in PTMSP SILMs of similar IL mass loadings of 42wt%. 
All data were collected in a constant-volume, variable pressure system by 
Maximilian Strauss following the protocol in Table E.2. 
5.1.3: [Nxxxy][Tf2N] in PTMSP SILMs 
An analogous study to that presented in section 5.1.2 was done with the 
ammonium-based ILs shown in Table 5.3 with the aid of Sarah Sam and Mikaela Rey. 
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Table 5.3: IL structure, molar volume, density, and viscosity data of [Nxxxy][Tf2N] and 
ionic liquids. The densities and viscosities were obtained from [3-7]. 











































For similar IL loading SILMs, the decreasing permeability trend with increasing 
primary alkyl chain length was also observed in the ammonium-ILs series. The [N1114], 




Figure 5.5: Pure-gas permeability in selected [Nxxxy][Tf2N]-PTMSP SILMs of similar 
IL loadings at 35 °C. 
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However, this was not the case in the [N1888]-containing SILM. Curiously, the C3H6 and 
C3H8 permeabilities in this sample were constant with increasing transmembrane pressure 
and were lower than the H2 permeabilities. In fact, the H2 permeabilities in this sample 
were higher than in neat PTMSP. 
Given that [N1888][Tf2N] is the most hydrophobic IL in the series, it is 
hypothesized that the IL can plasticize the PTMSP matrix without the presence of a 
condensable gas. All of the data is shown in tabular form in Table E.5 (see Appendix E). 
5.2 PMP AND PMP SILMS 
Figure 5.6 presents H2, CH4, C3H6, and C3H8 permeation data for neat poly(4-
methyl-2-pentyne), or PMP, and a 27wt% [hmim][Tf2N] in PMP SILM. The neat PMP 
permeabilities were consistent with previously reported data [9-10]. Much like in the case 
of the PTMSP study, all gas permeabilities (absent plasticization) were over two orders of  
 
 
Figure 5.6: Pure-gas permeability in neat PMP (cast in CCl4) and a 26.6wt% 
[hmim][Tf2N] in PMP SILM at 35 °C was measured with a constant-
pressure, variable-volume system, with help from Maximilian Strauss. 
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magnitude lower for the SILM than for neat PMP, and the NGL vapors plasticize the 
SILM but not the neat PMP support at 35 °C. Curiously, the pure-gas H2/CH4 selectivity 
is roughly twice that observed in the PTMSP-based SILMs.  The data from Figure 5.6 is 
shown in tabular form in Table E.6 (see Appendix E). 
5.3 PDMS AND PDMS-IL COMPOSITES 
PDMS is a dense, rubbery material that can be blended with compatible ILs to 
make composite (rather than supported) membranes. In this section, we compare gas 
permeation data for neat PDMS and two PDMS-IL composite membranes (each 20wt% IL 
loading). In addition to a dialkylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide IL, we 
investigated a tetraalkylphosphonium bis(2,4,4-trimethylpentyl)phosphinate IL. The 
structure and some properties of that IL, [P1118][Phos], are shown in Table 5.4. 
Table 5.4: Structure, molar volume, density, and viscosity of [P1118][Phos] [10]. 
 
IL Structure Density 
(25 °C) 
Molar volume 











538 804 ±16 
[10] 
Figure 5.7 shows several gas permeabilities as well as C3H8/CH4 selectivity 
versus transmembrane pressure for neat PDMS, 20wt% [N1118][Tf2N] in PDMS and 20wt% 
[P1118][Phos] in PDMS. The data is shown in tabular form in Table E.7 (see Appendix E). 
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It should be noted that the [N1118][Tf2N] made a poor dispersion with PDMS such that 
macroscopic IL droplets aggregated throughout the crosslinked PDMS phase.  
 
 
Figure 5.7: Pure-gas permeability in neat PDMS and selected 20wt% IL-PDMS 
composites at 35 °C. The error bars are the standard deviations obtained 
from 3 samples of each type in a constant-pressure, variable-volume system. 
Appropriately, the gas permeabilities in the 20wt% [N1118][Tf2N]-PDMS 
membranes are only modestly smaller than those collected from neat PDMS, although 
with more sample-to-sample variability, and the pure-gas C3H8/CH4 selectivity was 
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somewhat smaller. In contrast, the 20wt% [P1118][Phos]-PDMS samples were visibly 
homogeneous at the time of testing, although the samples turned slightly orange after 
annealing at 160 °C. Gas permeabilities in the 20wt% [P1118][Phos] samples are noticeably 
smaller, and their pure-gas C3H8/CH4 selectivities are larger than those in neat PDMS. 
5.4 AGING OF NEAT PTMSP AND A 10WT% PTMSP SILM 
Lau et al. observed that mixed-matrix membranes made with porous aromatic 
framework (PAF) filler particles and PTMSP exhibited a smaller permeability reduction 
over time due to physical aging than did neat PTMSP [11]. It was hypothesized that the 
presence of an IL in the PTMSP accessible free volume might improve its resistance to 
physical aging. Given that some minor plasticization was observed in CH4 permeation in 
SILMs with IL loadings greater than 20wt%, a 10wt% [emim][Tf2N] SILM was selected to 
minimize the contribution of plasticization effects during the aging study. CH4 at 6 bar of 
upstream pressure was continuously permeated for 150 hours through a neat PTMSP 
sample and a 10wt% [emim][Tf2N] sample, both of which were last conditioned by 
methanol 72 hours prior to starting the permeation experiments. In order to prevent 
backflow of pump oil vapor, the cold trap leading the downstream to the vacuum pump 
was in constant contact with liquid N2 for the duration of the 150 hours. Figure 5.8 shows 
that after 150 hours, the CH4 permeabilities in both samples decreased to roughly 10% of 
the values measured at time zero, suggesting that the presence of [emim][Tf2N] in 
PTMSP does not limit the permeability decrease due to physical ageing. The aging study 
data is shown in tabular form in Table E.8 (see Appendix E). 
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Figure 5.8: 150-hour aging study of neat PTMSP and a 10wt% [emim][Tf2N] in PTMSP 
SILM using a constant-volume, variable-pressure permeation system at 35 
⁰C and 6 bar of upstream (and transmembrane) pressure. The CH4 
permeability at t=0 was 12100 Barrer for the neat PTMSP sample and 3570 
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Chapter 6: Mixed-gas permeation in PTMSP and PTMSP-based SILMs 
6.1 VALIDATION WITH 30%-70% PEGDA-PEGMEA AND CO2-C2H6 BINARY MIXTURE 
The constant-pressure, mixed-gas sweep permeation system was built and 
validated in collaboration with Maximilian Strauss, Dr. Kristofer Gleason and Dr. 
Tangqiumei Song. The system was validated with a standard sample of fully crosslinked 
30-70% PEGDA-PEGMEA, which was prepared in our laboratory following the 
procedure detailed by Ribeiro et al. [1]. Binary mixtures of CO2-C2H6 of the same 
compositions as in a prior study were prepared in situ through mass flow control [2]. The 
mixed-gas permeabilities of CO2 and C2H6 were calculated using Equation 2.21 and 
plotted vs fugacity, as shown in Figure 6.1.  
 
Figure 6.1: Mixed-gas a) CO2 and b) C2H6 permeabilities versus fugacity of binary 
mixtures in 30-70% PEGDA/MEA copolymer at 35 °C. The unfilled 
datapoints were reproduced from the literature for reference [2]. 
Mixture fugacities were computed using the density form of the virial equation of 
state truncated to the 3rd term as was done by Ribeiro et al. [1]. Calculations are described 
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in detail in Appendix C. Relevant virial coefficients have been tabulated by Dymond et 
al. for various species, including CH4, C2H6, CO2 and C3H8 and some of their cross 
coefficients [3]. The mixed-gas data from Figure 6.1 are tabulated in Table F.1 (see 
Appendix F). 
6.2 MIXED-GAS PERMEATION IN PTMSP 
To more fairly compare permeabilities from pure-gas and mixed-gas experiments, 
we expressed the pure-gas permeabilities in terms of fugacity rather than pressure (i.e., 
using Equation 2.21 instead of Equation 2.1). The unfilled symbols in Figure 6.2a are the 
partial pressure-derived permeabilities plotted vs pressure (previously shown in Figure 
5.1), while the filled symbols are the fugacity-derived permeabilities plotted vs paraffin 
fugacity. Although accounting for mixture fugacities makes a modest difference for CH4, 
it makes a significant difference for C2H6 and C3H8 permeability calculations at the 
pressures investigated. 
Figure 6.2b shows the mixed-gas permeabilities for 3 compositions of CH4-C2H6 
and CH4-C3H8 mixtures (in one of the neat PTMSP standards previously tested in the 
constant-volume, variable-pressure permeation system) at a total pressure of 6 bar plotted 
vs the fugacity of the more condensable species in the mixture (C2+), as calculated from 
the truncated virial EOS. Measurements for each binary mixture system were made from 
lower to higher composition of C2+. The CH4-C2H6 mixture was tested before the CH4-
C3H8 experiments were performed. 
Permeabilities at 35 °C follow the dual-mode behavior in both cases. Notably, the 
CH4 permeabilities in the CH4-C3H8 mixtures are smaller than in the CH4-C2H6 mixtures, 
and both are smaller than CH4 permeabilities in the pure-gas experiments. Competitive 
sorption effects, albeit not as dramatic as in the CH4-C4H10 case, are likely the primary 
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reason for this difference between pure and mixed-gas permeability values [4]. This 
hypothesis could be verified with binary and ternary mixed-gas sorption analysis. 
Interestingly, mixed-gas C2H6-CH4 and C3H8-CH4 selectivities are significantly larger 
than those predicted from the pure-gas data, as shown in Figure 6.5. The raw mixed-gas 
data for neat PTMSP are tabulated in Table F.2 (see Appendix F). 
 
Figure 6.2: Comparison of a) pure and b) mixed-gas CH4, C2H6 and C3H8 permeabilities 
at 35 °C in neat PTMSP cast from cyclohexane and conditioned with 
methanol at least 72 hours prior to the permeation experiment. Note that the 
unfilled datapoints were shown previously in Figure 5.1 (and Table E.1). 
6.3 MIXED-GAS PERMEATION IN 42WT% [HMIM][TF2N] IN PTMSP SILM 
In addition to the pure-gas feeds, three different compositions of a CH4-C2H6 
binary mixture were tested at three total pressures, 4.1, 8.3, and 16.5 bar, in order of 
increasing C2H6 composition. Each data point in Figures 6.3a has a matching point in 
Figure 6.3b. For instance, the 10% C2H6 at 1.8 bar in Figure 6.3a corresponds to the same 
GC injection as the 90% CH4 at 15.4 bar point in Figure 6.3b. 
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Much like in the case of CO2 in Figure 6.1a, the C2H6 permeability is solely a 
function of C2H6 fugacity. The same is observed for the CH4 permeability, which is 
especially evident when it is plotted versus C2H6 fugacity, as in Figure F.1 (see Appendix 
F). The CH4-C2H6 mixed-gas 42wt% SILM data are tabulated in Table F.3 (see Appendix 
F). 
 
Figure 6.3: Mixed-gas a) C2H6 permeability vs C2H6 fugacity and b) CH4 permeability 
vs CH4 fugacity in 42wt% [hmim][Tf2N] in PTMSP SILM measured at 35 
°C. 
A similar study was done for pure CH4, pure C3H8 and several CH4-C3H8 binary 
mixtures at 4.1 and 7.2 bar of total gas pressure. Because a 1 bar pressure difference is 
needed across the mass flow controllers and across the gas mixing zone and the upstream 
side of the permeation cell, it was difficult to measure mixed-gas permeabilities at higher 
pressures than 7.3 bar, given that the vapor pressure of propane is only 9.3 bar at room 
temperature (23 °C) [5].  
The mixed-gas C3H8 permeabilities are plotted against C3H8 fugacity in Figure 
6.4a. The mixed-gas CH4 permeabilities are plotted versus both C3H8 fugacity in Figure 
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6.4a and CH4 fugacity in Figure 6.4b. Unlike in the pure-gas experiments, the CH4 
permeability increases with rising total pressure and C3H8 composition in the gas 
mixture, while the C3H8/CH4 selectivity only marginally increases. More generally, all 
gas permeabilities increase with increasing C3H8 fugacity or activity. The activity can be 
defined as , where 
 [5]. The tabulated data are 
shown in Table F.4 (see Appendix F). 
 
Figure 6.4: Mixed-gas a) CH4 and C3H8 permeability vs C3H8 fugacity and b) CH4 
permeability vs CH4 fugacity in 42wt% [hmim][Tf2N] in PTMSP SILM 
measured at 35 °C 
Figure 6.5 was constructed to more easily compare pure and mixed-gas selectivity 
in neat PTMSP and the 42wt% SILM. Figure 6.5a displays the C2H6/CH4 selectivity 
results, and Figure 6.5b shows the results for C3H8/CH4 selectivity. In both cases, the 
mixed-gas PTMSP selectivity was higher than that for the 42wt% SILM and that predicted 
from the pure-gas measurements for neat PTMSP. In contrast, the mixed-gas selectivity 
results for the 42wt% SILM were much more modest than the pure-gas predictions at high 
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C2+ fugacity, due chiefly to the lack of plasticization effects on the pure-gas CH4 
permeabilities. The selectivity data are compared in Table F.5 (see Appendix F). 
 
Figure 6.5: Pure and mixed-gas permeability selectivities in neat PTMSP and a 42wt% 
[hmim][Tf2N] in PTMSP SILM at 35 °C for a) the CH4-C2H6 binary system 
and b) the CH4-C3H8 binary system. 
The findings from this section can also be summarized on the reverse-selective 
upper bound plots, which were shown previously in Figure 2.2c and Figure 2.2d with 
expanded axes. The pure- and mixed-gas C2H6/CH4 selectivities for both neat PTMSP 
and 42wt% SILM are presented in the C2H6/CH4 upper bound plot in Figure 6.6a; those 
for C3H8/CH4 selectivity are overlayed on the C3H8/CH4 upper bound in Figure 6.6b. In 
the latter, the discrepancy between pure-gas predicted and mixed-gas selectivities is 
especially evident. Figure 6.6b also shows that the C3H8 permeability spans nearly 2 
orders of magnitude, depending on the pressure studied. The pressure labels across both 
figures correspond to partial pressures of C2H6 or C3H8 rather than total mixture pressures 
and that the upper bounds (dotted lines) were drawn by eye, as was done previously [6]. 
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Figure 6.5: Reverse selective a) C2H6/CH4 and b) C3H8/CH4 upper bound plots. The 
gray points represent literature data from references [6-25] 
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Chapter 7: Light Paraffin Sorption, Diffusion, and Dilation in SILMs 
7.1 SORPTION 
Sorption measurements were performed to elucidate the solubility 
(thermodynamic) and diffusivity (kinetic) components of the gas permeabilities in 
PTMSP and [hmim][Tf2N] SILMs. Literature CH4 sorption data in neat PTMSP was 
replicated with both the pressure-decay method and the gravimetric method using a 
magnetic suspension balance (see Section 3.5). Given its lower uncertainties, the 
gravimetric method was selected for the rest of the sorption measurements.  
Sorption isotherms were fitted with either the dual-mode model, Equation 2.12, or 
the Berens-Hopfenberg sorption model, Equation 2.18. The concentration version of the 
latter is Equation 7.1: 
 
 
where the Henry’s constant, , can be related to the Flory-Huggins  parameter [1]: 
 
  
where  is 22414 cm3/mol,  is the partial molar volume of penetrant A in the sorbing 
sample (assumed constant for the purposes of these fits) and  is the saturation vapor 
pressure or, if above the critical temperature, the hypothetical saturation vapor pressure of 
A at 35 °C. Values of these parameters used with Equation 7.2 are shown in Table 7.1. 
Critical volumes were obtained from the NIST chemistry webbook (available at 
www.NIST.gov). The partial molar volumes were estimated from critical volumes by a 
correlation suggested by Kamiya et al. [3]. Also shown in Table 7.1 are the Chung 
diameters, which were used for calculating the size-selective upper bounds in Figure 2.2 
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and are also estimated from critical volumes [2]. 
 
Table 7.1: Light paraffin critical volumes ( , Chung diameters ( , vapor pressures 
( , and partial molar volumes, ( , as estimated from [3]. 
Gas    [Å]    (35 °C) 
CH4 98.63 3.737 [2] 54 [3] 322 [4,5] 
C2H6 141.3 4.27 [2] 66 [3] 51.7 [6] 
C3H8 198.4 4.731 [2] 82 [3] 12.2 [7] 
The vapor pressure for C3H8 was obtained from the Antoine’s-type correlation 
developed by Helgeson and Sage [7]. In the case of CH4, a Frost-Kalkwarf-type equation 
was used to extrapolate its hypothetical vapor pressure at 35 °C [4] and was found to 
deviate somewhat with the prediction from the more typical Antoine-type correlation 
developed by Prydz and Goodwin of 354 bar [5]. The C2H6 hypothetical vapor pressure 
was estimated from the equation proposed by Straty and Tsumura [6] (though its form 
required neglecting the last term, as it became imaginary for ).  
Figure 7.1 shows the concentration versus pressure, pure-gas CH4 sorption 
isotherms in neat PTMSP and SILMs of various IL loadings, as well as the extrapolation 
from the Henry’s Law constant at 35 °C for bulk [hmim][Tf2N]. An Arrhenius 
linearization was used to obtain a [hmim][Tf2N] Henry’s Law constant for CH4 (and 
C2H6) at the appropriate temperature of 35 °C.  Uncertainties in the MSB sorption data 
are less than 0.1%, and the raw data is tabulated in Table G.1 (see Appendix G). 
All CH4 isotherms were well fit by the dual-mode model, although the Berens-
Hopfenberg model was also used to fit CH4 SILM isotherms. Both models use three 
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fitting parameters: ,  and  for the dual-mode model and , , and  for the 
Berens-Hopfenberg model. The former are shown in Table 7.2, while the latter are 
displayed in Table 7.3 along with the corresponding . Note that the CH4 
concentration (and, therefore, solubility) is lower the higher the IL content, while their 
Langmuir parameters become smaller. 
 
Figure 7.1: Pure-gas CH4 sorption isotherms in [hmim][Tf2N], PTMSP and PTMSP 
SILMs with 20, 42, and 60wt% [hmim][Tf2N] loading measured at 35 °C. 
Neat PTMSP and [hmim][Tf2N] literature sorption data retrieved from [8,9] 
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In the case of the C2H6 isotherms shown in Figure 7.2 and tabulated in Table G.2, the 
neat PTMSP data gathered were somewhat higher than the literature values at higher 
pressures, which is consistent with our observation of the higher-than-expected ethane 
permeabilities (shown in Figure 7.4a). More notably, the isotherms for all SILMs display 
an inflection point, which moves to lower pressures with increasing IL loading. 
 
Figure 7.2: Pure-gas C2H6 sorption isotherms in [hmim][Tf2N], PTMSP and PTMSP 
SILMs with 20, 42, and 60wt% [hmim][Tf2N] loading measured at 35 °C. 
Neat PTMSP, [hmim][Tf2N] literature sorption data retrieved from [8,10]. 
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 Similar trends are observed for the C3H8 isotherms shown in Figure 7.3 and 
tabulated in Table G.3. In this case, the neat PTMSP sorption data closely matched that in 
the literature. From Table 7.3, it is noted that the  parameter decreases with increasing 
IL loading, while the corresponding Henry’s parameters increase with rising IL loading. 
 
Figure 7.3: Pure-gas C3H8 sorption isotherms in [hmim][Tf2N], PTMSP and PTMSP 
SILMs with 20, 42, and 60wt% [hmim][Tf2N] loading measured at 35 °C. 
Neat PTMSP, [hmim][Tf2N] literature sorption data retrieved from [8,11]. 
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Table 7.2: Dual-mode model fitting parameters for sorption isotherms in Figure 7-1, 
Figure 7-2, and Figure 7-3. All fits have an R2 of at least 0.999. 
Sample Gas 
   
PTMSP (Merkel) [8] CH4 0.49 62 0.049 
PTMSP (PD) CH4 0.53 63 0.038 
PTMSP (MSB) CH4 0.56 60 0.043 
20wt% SILM (MSB) CH4 0.19 63 0.014 
42wt% SILM (MSB) CH4 0.17 53 0.008 
60wt% SILM (MSB) CH4 0.23 47 0.001 
[hmim][Tf2N] [9] CH4 0.20 - - 
PTMSP (Merkel) [8] C2H6 1.28 71 0.31 
PTMSP (MSB) C2H6 1.94 68 0.30 
[hmim][Tf2N] [10] C2H6 0.77 - - 
PTMSP (Merkel) [8] C3H8 5.23 60 1.09 
PTMSP (MSB) C3H8 7.30 51 2.29 
[hmim][Tf2N] [11] C3H8 2.27 - - 
 
The concave-down region in the 60wt% SILM isotherm is small enough that a Flory 
Huggins fit (i.e., Equation 7.1 with ) could also fit the data reasonably 
well. 
Because the concentration, , is a function of itself in Equation 7.1, and to 
facilitate the regression, the concentration data was first fit with a simple polynomial 
(e.g., a quadratic) function of pressure. This function was written in place of the  inside 
the argument of the exponential in Equation 7.1. 
One should be cautious when comparing the Henry’s and Langmuir’s parameters 




Table 7.3: Berens-Hopfenberg model fitting parameters for sorption isotherms in 
Figure 7-1, Figure 7-2, and Figure 7-3. The  values were obtained from 
 using equation 7.2. All fits have an R2 of at least 0.998. 
Sample Gas 
   
 
20wt% SILM (MSB) CH4 0.09 68 0.014 1.68 
42wt% SILM (MSB) CH4 0.08 57 0.009 1.79 
60wt% SILM (MSB) CH4 0.14 63 0.002 1.2 
20wt% SILM (MSB) C2H6 0.45 62 0.12 1.69 
42wt% SILM (MSB) C2H6 1.08 14 0.23 0.80 
60wt% SILM (MSB) C2H6 1.19 3.1 0.11 0.71 
20wt% SILM (MSB) C3H8 2.26 35 0.98 1.29 
42wt% SILM (MSB) C3H8 3.93 12 0.57 0.74 
60wt% SILM (MSB) C3H8 4.18 5.9 0.26 0.68 
While the Berens-Hopfenberg model adequately fits the sorption data, note that 
the  parameter in this framework is assumed constant. The  parameter would be better 
described by a model that accounts for its dependence on the gas concentration in the 
sample. Another shortcoming is that the partial molar volumes used have likely been 
overestimated and assumed constant, rather than behaving as functions of pressure and 
concentration, which provides further motivation for doing dilation measurements. 
7.2 DIFFUSION 
Equation 7.3 was used to calculate the effective concentration-averaged 
diffusivities in Figure 7.4e and f. Note that for SILM samples (which were tested with a 
constant-volume, variable-pressure system) the downstream pressure and concentration 
are assumed to be zero, and the expression simplifies to permeability over upstream 
solubility [2, 12-13]: 
 
For the neat PTMSP samples, this simplification was not made, as the 
downstream gas concentrations in PTMSP (at 1.013 bar) are significant for samples 
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measured in a constant-pressure, variable-volume system. For this same reason, the 
permeability equation used to fit the data in Figure 7.4a has a downstream pressure 
contribution; that is, the dual- mode transport model has the form [8]: 
 
where  and  are fitting parameters meant to represent the effective concentration-
averaged diffusion coefficient of penetrant A in the dense (Henry’s law) and 
nonequilibrium excess free volume (Langmuir), respectively. Once these parameters are 
known, they can be used in conjunction with Equation 7.5 [8] to model concentration-
averaged diffusivities for any given pressure, as was done for the curves in Figure 7.4e. 
 
Since we observed a strong concentration-dependence on the gas diffusivities in 
SILMs (i.e., increasing gas diffusivities with increasing pressure), the data in Figure 7.4f 
was fit with Equation 7.6 to obtain the plasticization constant, , and the infinite-dilution 
effective concentration-averaged diffusivities,  [2, 8, 13]: 
 
where  is the average concentration of species A throughout the membrane thickness. 
The fitting parameters relevant to Figure 7.4 are summarized in Table 7.4. The data from 
Figure 7.4 is tabulated in Table G.4 (see Appendix G). The 64wt% SILM permeation data 





Figure 7.4: Pure-gas CH4, C2H6 and C3H8 a) and b) permeabilities, c) and d) solubilities, 
and e) and f) diffusivities in PTMSP and 60wt% [hmim][Tf2N] PTMSP 




Figure 7.4 (continued) 
Lastly, considering that the downstream concentration is negligible for the SILM 
permeation measurements, permeabilities at any pressure can be modeled with Equation 




Although the C3H8 diffusivity curve in Figure 7.4f crosses over the C2H6 and CH4 
diffusivity curves, it should be noted that these trends are derived from pure-gas 
measurements and thus are biased by large plasticization effects inherent in the pure-gas 
C3H8 measurements, small plasticization effects in the C2H6 measurements, and 
negligible plasticization effects in the CH4 measurements. 
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Table 7.4: Dual-mode transport model diffusivities (in the Henry’s law and Langmuir 
regions), plasticization model infinite-dilution diffusivity, plasticization 
parameter, and infinite-dilution permeabilities at 35 °C. 







  [Barrer] 
Neat PTMSP 61 37 41.3 - 17000 
20wt% SILM - - 6.9 0.010 920 
42wt% SILM - - 0.28 0.037 21 
60wt% SILM - - 0.37 0.030 14 







  [Barrer] 
Neat PTMSP 48 14 19.3 - 35000 
20wt% SILM - - 1.38 0.044 1300 
42wt% SILM - - 0.05 0.13 30 
60wt% SILM - - 0.11 0.076 24 







  [Barrer] 
Neat PTMSP 18 16 17.2 - 41000 
20wt% SILM - - 1.06 0.049 2900 
42wt% SILM - - 0.030 0.12 48 
60wt% SILM - - 0.036 0.13 27 
7.3 DILATION 
In its simplest sense, dilatometry allows us to quantify the volume change of a 
sample due to sorption of a penetrant. This information is valuable in and of itself, but it 
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may also be essential in accurately determining other properties. As was alluded to in 
section 3.5.2, for instance, determination of the sorption isotherms by gravimetric 
methods often assumes that the volume of the sample is constant throughout the 
measurement. When studying a highly soluble species such as C3H8, however, this 
assumption may result in a significant underestimation of the buoyancy correction and 
skew the reported sorption isotherms accordingly. Additionally, because measuring 
thickness (z-direction) dilation is often challenging and involves larger uncertainties, 
samples are often assumed to dilate isotropically, such that Equation 7.8 is valid [14,15]: 
 
Kamiya et al. suggest that the elongation in the x and y directions (length and 
width, respectively) may become less than the fractional change in thickness when thin 
polymer samples dilate above 10vol%, as was observed with various penetrants in rubbery 
PDMS but not in glassy LDPE, where the dilation was well below 10vol% [3]. Pope et al. 
also observed a subtle difference in the length and thickness dilation of PTMSP by CO2 
at pressures up to 62 bar, and this was also observed, albeit to a lesser extent, below 
10vol% and after three equilibrium dilation cycles. 
Dilation studies also permit the quantitative determination of partial molar 
volumes via Equation 7.9. As was discussed in section 7.1, the gas partial molar volume 
in PTMSP and SILMs was assumed to be constant and near the gas molar volume at its 
normal boiling point, but it would be much more helpful to know the partial molar 




Where the isothermal compressibility, , has a negligible contribution. 
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The raw CH4 dilation data for PTMSP and 20wt% [hmim][Tf2N] in PTMSP SILM 
at 35 °C is presented in Figure 7.5a. Figure 7.5b shows that the partial molar volume of 
CH4 in neat PTMSP is very modest compared to that in PDMS (on the range of 54-59 
cm3/mol at 35 °C) [3,16-17], that in 5 organic liquids (on average 53 cm3/mol at 25 °C) 
[18], or that in [hmim][Tf2N] (36 ±7 cm
3/mol) [19]. In the SILM samples, the CH4 partial 
molar volume increases with increasing IL and is near that in bulk [hmim][Tf2N] for the 
60wt% sample. Note that isotropic volume expansion was assumed for calculating the 
partial molar volumes. 
 
Figure 7.5: Pure-gas CH4 a) dilation in the x-direction (length) and b) partial molar 
volumes in PTMSP and SILMs of various loadings at 35 °C. 
The volume expansion was at most 1.5vol% in the case of CH4, so the added 
contribution from the buoyancy correction in the sorption isotherms has only a small 
effect. One can expect the volume expansion in C2H6 and C3H8 dilation experiments to be 
larger (as much as 18vol% with 8 bar of C3H8 in neat PTMSP). Thus, accounting for the 
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effect of volume expansion in the sample during the sorption measurements has a more 
significant impact on the reported isotherms and partial molar volumes, as shown in 
Figure 7.6. Note the inherent assumption of isotropic volume expansion. 
 
Figure 7.6: Impact of the volume expansion correction (VEC) on the C3H8 sorption 
isotherm of neat PTMSP and on the partial molar volume of C3H8 in neat 
PTMSP at 35 °C. 
Now let us discuss the shortcomings of this length dilation data. Each pressure 
step was held for 10 minutes, which is considerably shorter than the longer steps (4-12 
hours) used when measuring equilibrium sorption. The dilation kinetics in PTMSP are 
such that 10-minute steps may be a good approximation of the equilibrium dilation, but 
this is a less appropriate assumption for dilation measurements of the SILM samples. 
Figure 7.7 shows that, for a C3H8 dilation step at 6 bar held for 12 hours, the measured 
length (past the initial 5 minutes of C3H8 exposure) decreases significantly over time for 
the 60wt% SILM sample, while it varies only modestly for the neat PTMSP. Therefore, to 
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reconcile the volume dilation and partial molar volume data with the sorption data, it is 
important that the dilation data is gathered under the same conditions as the sorption data. 
 
Figure 7.7: Pure-gas C3H8 dilation in the x-direction (length) as a function of time, 
normalized by the length after 5 minutes exposure to 6 bar of C3H8 at 35 °C. 
In some preliminary C3H8 dilation measurements, SILM samples were observed 
to shrink in length and width when exposed to sufficiently high C3H8 or C2H6 pressures, 
and an optical change in the dilation samples was observed. Over the range of pressures 
indicated in Table 7.5, SILM dilation samples turned from translucent to completely 
opaque. Although the observed transition was reversible upon evacuation of the C2+, the 
transition from translucent to cloudy occurred very rapidly, while the transition from 
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opaque back to translucent could take from several hours (for the 20wt% SILM samples) 
to multiple days (for the 60wt% SILM samples). Presumably, the SILMs still experience 
an overall volume increase, but the increase in thickness would have to more than 
compensate for the decrease in length and width during these transitions. An apparatus 
capable of quantifying thickness dilation measurements must be used for cases where the 
isotropic volume expansion assumption is not appropriate. 
Table 7.5: Range of C2H6 and C3H8 pressures where an optical change in SILMs was 
observed for various [hmim][Tf2N] loadings in PTMSP at 35 °C. 
Sample C2H6 pressure [bar] C3H8 pressure [bar] 
20wt% SILM 20-26 6.2-7.6 
42wt% SILM 17-20.5 3.1-4.1 
60wt% SILM 4.5-7 0.7-1.4 
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Chapter 8: Conclusions and Recommendations 
8.1 CONCLUSIONS 
The ionic liquid [hmim][Tf2N] is effectively supported in the disubstituted 
polyacetylenes PTMSP and PMP by equilibrating the polymer supports in an IL-
methanol solution and drying, rather than equilibrating the supports in bulk IL. This 
greatly reduces equilibration time, from the order of days to the order of minutes. 
Prior to exposure to C2+, the [hmim][Tf2N] is evenly dispersed across the SILM 
thickness from this casting process, as determined from SEM-EDX spectroscopy. The IL 
is effectively confined in the SILM supports given no IL crystallization transition, and 
only weakened IL glass and melting transition features were observed in DSC scans. 
When the IL loading in the PTMSP SILM is increased, its density increases 
rapidly at first, with minimal volume expansion until a critical loading (19wt% IL) is 
reached, after which the density increase becomes akin to the predictions from volume 
additivity of the density of bulk [hmim][Tf2N] and the skeletal density of neat PTMSP. 
42wt% SILMs have a lower elastic modulus and yield strength but are tougher and 
more ductile than the neat PTMSP support. Overall, the SILMs were found to have 
adequate mechanical properties for their application as membrane materials. 
Gas permeability decreases considerably with increasing IL loading. For instance, 
CH4 permeability in 64wt% [hmim][Tf2N] in PTMSP SILMs is 3 orders of magnitude 
lower than in neat PTMSP. Unlike in neat PTMSP, C2H6 and C3H8 plasticize SILMs at 
35 °C such that gas diffusivities increase exponentially with increasing concentration of 
the plasticizing gas. As a result, pure-gas C2H6/CH4 and C3H8/CH4 selectivities appear to 
be pressure-dependent, such that in 42wt% SILMs the C2H6/CH4 selectivity triples over 
the range of 10 bar studied, and the C3H8/CH4 selectivity increases a hundred-fold over 
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the studied range of 7 bar. In contrast, the binary mixed-gas C3H8/CH4 selectivity 
increases from 2 to only 4 over the same C3H8 pressure range, and the binary mixed-gas 
C2H6/CH4 selectivity only marginally changes over the studied pressure range.  
For neat PTMSP at 35 °C, mixed-gas C2H6/CH4 selectivity was up to twice that of 
the pure-gas selectivity prediction. Similarly, mixed-gas C3H8/CH4 selectivity in neat 
PTMSP was four to six times larger than the prediction from pure-gas measurements. 
A mixed-gas constant-pressure, variable-volume sweep permeation system was 
built and validated to conduct mixed-gas permeation experiments. Ultimately, it was 
found that supporting [hmim][Tf2N] in PTMSP was detrimental to light paraffin gas 
permeability and was not justified by the minor enhancement in the mixed-gas C2+/CH4 
selectivity. 
In both the [Cxmim][Tf2N] and the [Nxxxy][Tf2N] IL series, gas permeabilities in 
PTMSP SILMs with similar IL loadings were lower for ILs with longer primary alkyl 
chains. Gas permeabilities were also slightly lower for SILMs made with [hmmim][Tf2N] 
than for those made with [hmim][Tf2N]. Longer primary alkyl chains or the presence of a 
secondary methyl group on cations also decreased the pressure at which an inflection 
point was observed in the C3H8 permeability curves. 
In testing 20wt%IL-PDMS blends, the imidazolium-based [dmim][Tf2N] IL-
PDMS membranes showed a modest decrease in pure-gas C3H8/CH4 selectivity (from 6 
to 4.5 at 2 bar transmembrane pressure), whereas a more desirable pure-gas C3H8/CH4 
selectivity increase (from 6 to 13.5 at 2 bar of transmembrane pressure) was observed for 
the [P1118][Phos]-PDMS blends. This result suggests that blending ILs with large 
solubility-selectivities compared to that of the PDMS matrix can effectively enhance 
permeability-selectivity if the IL is compatible with and well dispersed in the polymer 
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matrix (and if its addition does not significantly increase the size-sieving character of the 
composite material). 
A sorption model combining a Langmuir term and a simplified Flory-Huggins 
term was developed and shown to effectively fit sorption isotherm data. Solubility 
predictions from this model for SILMs and the dual-mode sorption model for neat 
PTMSP were used to infer effective concentration-averaged gas diffusivities. An 
empirical exponential model was used to fit the SILM diffusion data and to determine 
plasticization constants for each of the light paraffins in PTMSP SILMs of various 
[hmim][Tf2N] loadings. The dual-mode transport model was used to fit gas permeabilities 
in neat PTMSP and to predict effective concentration-averaged diffusivities at any 
transmembrane pressure. 
Dilation studies revealed that the CH4 partial molar volume in SILMs increases 
with increasing IL content up to that measured in bulk [hmim][Tf2N]. Particularly for C2+ 
studies, it is imperative to use equilibrium dilation data to accurately account for the 
volume expansion contribution to the buoyancy correction of sorption isotherms and thus 
compute appropriate partial molar volumes. A reversible optical change was observed at 
specific pressure ranges during C2+ dilation measurements of SILMs of various IL 
loadings. It was determined that the isotropic volume expansion assumption is not best 
suited for characterizing C2+ dilation of SILMs, particularly above the pressures where 
the optical transition was observed. 
8.2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
A complete characterization of the SILMs or other membrane materials of interest 
will require detailed studies of the transport properties at other temperatures to obtain 
enthalpies of sorption and activation energies of diffusion of each gas and, ultimately, to 
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predict transport properties at any temperature [1]. Additionally, mixed-gas sorption 
studies could be coupled with mixed-gas permeation results to quantify the mixed-gas 
solubility (e.g., competitive sorption via a mixture dual mode model) and diffusivity (e.g., 
diffusion path blocking via an inverse C2+ exponential dependence on CH4 diffusivity) 
effects on the observed mixed-gas permeability, as has been done for the CH4-n-C4H10 
binary system in PTMSP and PDMS [2-3]. Gas diffusivities are related to the fractional 
free volume of the material, so future efforts to model fractional free volume as a 
function of plasticizing penetrant concentration could enhance our understanding of 
plasticization [4]. 
Thickness equilibrium dilation measurements are needed to accurately determine 
sorption isotherms when volume expansion is significant (>2vol%) and not isotropic. The 
same is true for reporting accurate partial molar volumes of highly condensable species.  
Future work will better elucidate the optical transition observed in SILMs in C2+ 
atmospheres. For instance, to test whether the transition is due to phase separation, one 
could investigate the phase equilibrium of bulk [hmim][Tf2N] with C2+, as has been done 
with the ionic liquid [emim][FAP] and C3H8 [5] and with [emim][Tf2N] and 1,1,1,2-
tetrafluoroethane (R-134a) [6]. The potential for SILMs to work as sensors of small 
amounts of C2+ paraffins and VOCs can also be evaluated. 
Another avenue of interest for future work involves supporting chemisorbing 
ionic liquids in highly open, mechanically robust supports (such as polyacetylenes) for 
CO2 separations, as these are likely to yield high selectivity at even small concentration 
gradients [7-8]. Additional efforts include characterizing other promising substituted 
polyacetylenes, such as poly(1-hexyne) and poly(1-tetradecyne), whose transport 
properties have only been sparingly studied [9]. There are also opportunities to study 
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ionic liquids with higher C2+/CH4 solubility selectivity in gas separation membrane 
systems, including [P1118][Phos] and [bHim][Ac] [10-11]. 
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Appendix A: Nomenclature of chemicals 
This appendix lists the chemicals referenced in this thesis by abbreviation and full 






PEO Poly(ethylene oxide) 
PIM-1 
 
Polymer of intrinsic microporosity 1, a 5,5’,6,6’-tetrahydroxy-
3,3,3’,3’-tetramethyl-1,1’-spirobisindane and 
tetrafluoroterephthalonitrile derived dibenzodioxin polymer 
6FDA-mPDA 
 
4,4’-(hexafluoroisopropylidene)diphthalic anhydride and m-










[omim][Cl] 1-octyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride 
[bmim][Ac] 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium acetate 
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[bmim][DCA] 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium dicyanamide 





















[N1114][Tf2N] Trimethylbutylammonium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide 
[N1116][Tf2N] Trimethylhexylammonium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide 
[N1118][Tf2N] Trimethyloctylammonium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide 
[N1888][Tf2N] Trioctylmethylammonium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide 
[P1118][Phos] Trimethyloctylphosphonium bis(2,4,4-trimethylpentyl)phosphinate 






[bHim][Ac] 1-butyl-3-H-imidazolium acetate or 1-butylimidazolium acetate 
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Appendix B: Gas solubility unit conversions and comparisons 
This appendix shows example solubility unit conversions and a comparison of gas 
solubilities in selected polymers and liquids. 
Henry’s constant can be defined as a limit, analogously to Raoult’s law [1]: 
 
where  is typically reported in units of [bar], [MPa], or [atm] and  is the mole 
fraction of gas in the liquid. Near the infinite dilution limit, solubility can be estimated 
from the Henry’s constant [1]: 
 
where  is the molar mass of the liquid,  is the density of the liquid, and  typically 
has units of  in ionic liquids literature or  in membrane science literature. 
The two can be related through the unit conversion: 
 
Of course, when interested in determining solubilities outside the Henry’s law 
valid range (a good rule of thumb for deciding what is far from infinite dilution is when 
the Henry’s law solubility deviates more than 2% from the experimental solubility), 
solubilities should be determined with a more appropriate model, such as those presented 
in section 7.1. 
 Some light paraffin solubilities in selected soft materials with common units are 




Table B.1: CH4 and C3H8 solubilities and C3H8/CH4 solubility selectivity at 25 °C in 
selected polymers and liquids. 
 
Material CH4 Solubility 
[mmol L-1 bar-1] 
C3H8 Solubility 
[mmol L-1 bar-1] 
C3H8/CH4 Solubility 
Selectivity 
Water [2] 0.0014 0.0017 1.2 
Acetone [2] 27 425 16 
n-heptane [2,3] 46 1017 22 
[hmim][Tf2N] [4] 8.9 98 11 
[bHim][Ac] [5] 10 153 15 
[P1118][Phos] [6] 15 254 17 
PDMS (∞ dilution) [7] 19 331 17 
PTMSP (∞ dilution) 
 










Amorphous PE  
(∞ dilution) [9] 
9 175 19 
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Appendix C: Compressibility factor and fugacity coefficient calculations 
This appendix summarizes the two primary methods for calculating nonidealities 
in this work. 
The NIST Reference Fluid Thermodynamic and Transport Properties Database, 
originally named after REFrigerant PROPerties, is a standardized collection of 
thermodynamic models for the purpose of calculating reliable thermophysical properties 
(e.g., densities, vapor pressures, enthalpies, fugacity coefficients, etc.) within the 
uncertainties of experimental measurements. For light paraffins and other natural gases, 
the current standard (i.e., ISO 20765-2/3) adopted the use of the GERG 2008 mixture 
equation of state (EOS), described in detail by Kunz and Wagner [1]. The pure gas 
properties for methane and ethane follow a Klimeck EOS while propane is modeled with 
a Span and Wagner EOS. The NIST REFPROP database is ubiquitous in the industry and 
widely available in chemical engineering modeling software such as Aspen PLUS, 
ProMax, MATLAB or MS Excel, among others. 
For simplicity, properties for an isothermal pure-component system can be 
modeled for a range of pressures of interest. The resulting compressibility factors can be 
fit with a pressure-based virial expansion type polynomial [2]. In this work, a 4th degree 
polynomial (i.e., truncated to 5 terms) was used for pure-gas systems at 35 °C: 
 
where  is the compressibility factor,  is pressure,  is the molar volume,  is the 
universal gas constant,  is absolute temperature, and , , , and  are the second, 
third, fourth, and fifth pseudo-virial coefficients. Fugacity coefficients, , were derived 
from Equation C.2 [2]: 
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Example compressibility factors and fugacity coefficients for methane, ethane, 
propane, and propylene are shown in Figure C.1. It is recognized that this virial fit 
inherently makes higher error predictions than the Klimeck EOS or the Span and Wagner 
EOS. Nonetheless, this fit was found to match the predictions from NIST REFPROP for 
the temperature and pressure range of interest more closely than alternative EOS of 
similar complexity (e.g., the density-based virial EOS or the Peng-Robinson EOS). The 
35 °C pseudo-virial coefficients are listed in Table C.1. 
 











CH4 -1.53 0.117 0.123 -0.0138 
C2H6 -6.64 -5.00 9.16 -2.88 
C3H6 -12.6 -16.9 30.5 -44.9 




Figure C.1: Pure-component compressibility factor and fugacity coefficient of select 
light hydrocarbons at 35 °C obtained from Equations C.1 and C.2 and the 
coefficients listed in Table C.1. Note the C3H6 and C3H8 curves become 
discontinuous at their saturation point. 
 
Analogously to Equation C.1, we can define compressibility by a 2nd degree molar 
density version of the virial EOS [2-3]: 
 
where  is the gas molar density. The pure-gas fugacity coefficient can be obtained from 
[4-5]: 
 
 Substituting Equation C.1 into Equation C.4 yields [3]: 
 
For predicting nonidealities in mixtures, such as in Chapter 6, the density version 
of the virial EOS truncated to 3 terms was employed, given its relative simplicity and the 
availability of second and third virial coefficients in the compendium compiled by 
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Dymond et al. [4].  and  are replaced by  and , the second and third virial 
coefficients of the mixture, respectively. These are defined generally by [2-6]: 
 
 
where  are mol fraction of gas and the indices represent different species. Therefore, the 
binary (i.e.,  and ) and ternary (i.e., ,  and ) “mixture” coefficients with 
equal indices indicate intraspecies interactions and are equivalent to pure-component 
coefficients, while mixture coefficients with at least 2 different indices are interspecies 
interactions. Note that  are all equivalent. 
 For binary-systems, Equation C.7 simplifies to [6]: 
 
For the methane-ethane (CH4-C2H6) binary system, Hou et al. correlate the 
second virial cross coefficient temperature dependence [5]: 
 
where the units of  are [cm3/mol] and the units of  are [K]. As no temperature 
correlation was available, the third virial cross coefficients were interpolated from Table 
5 of Hou et al. [5]. 
 For the methane-propane (CH4-C3H8) binary system, the following correlations 




where the third virial cross coefficients have units of [cm6/mol2] and those of  are [K]. 
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 The mixture fugacity coefficients for component  can then be computed by [3]: 
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Appendix D: Additional characterization data 
This appendix presents additional PTMSP characterization data, namely, gel 
permeation chromatography (GPC) analysis, proton nuclear magnetic resonance (H-
NMR) results and, for the in-house batches, synthesis yields. The [hmim][Tf2N] and 
TMSP H-NMR spectra are also included. 
In-house batches of PTMSP were synthesized with the assistance of Dr. Oscar 
Morales Collazo, Maximilian Strauss and Edwin Torres Cuevas following the procedure 
described in section 3.1.2. The 1 μg/mL PTMSP in GPC-grade chloroform samples were 
prepared by Edwin Torres Cuevas, while Adrian Rylski and Malgorzata Chwatko kindly 
ran the GPC analyses. A sample GPC spectrum is shown in Figure D.1, while a summary 
of the properties is shown in Table D.1. 
Figure D.2, Figure D.3 and Figure D.4 present the H-NMR spectra for 
[hmim][Tf2N], TMSP, and PTMSP, respectively. 
 
 
Figure D.1: Sample PTMSP in chloroform GPC spectrum. 
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Table D.1: PTMSP properties across four batches. All data in Chapters 4 through 7 of 
this thesis was collected from samples made with batch 4: Gelest 2019. 
 
PTMSP batch Weight-averaged 
molar mass [g/mol] 
Polydispersity 
index 
Catalyst Yield [%] 
1: Gelest 
2018 
353700 1.61 - - 
2: In-house 
6/5/2019 
229300 1.36 NbCl5 96 
3: In-house 
6/8/2019 
228600 1.22 NbCl5 92 
4: Gelest 
2019 




Figure D.2: H-NMR spectrum of [hmim][Tf2N] in deuterated DMSO. 
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Figure D.4: H-NMR spectrum of PTMSP in deuterated chloroform (CDCl3) with 
tetramethylsilane (TMS) reference trace. 
Appendix E: Tabulated pure-gas permeabilities 
This appendix presents the tabulated data from the Figures in Chapter 5 and an 
additional permeability data Figure for 20wt% and 64wt% [hmim][Tf2N] in PTMSP 
SILMs. 
Table E.1: Neat PTMSP, 20wt% and 64wt% [hmim][Tf2N] in PTMSP SILM gas 
permeabilities versus transmembrane pressure at 35 ºC. 
0% SILM (neat PTMSP) 
Δp H2 [bar] 2.07 4.14 6.21 8.27 10.34 
Permeability H2 [Barrer] 16901 16664 16567 15998 16025 
P error H2 [Barrer] 741 689 701 869 957 
Δp N2 [bar] 2.15 4.09 6.16 8.20 10.24 
Permeability N2 [Barrer] 2.28 4.08 6.44 8.43 10.38 
P error N2 [Barrer] 6945.9 6315.1 5980.2 5808.4 5604.5 
Δp CH4 [bar] 617.62 539.41 493.99 545.04 478.03 
Permeability CH4 [Barrer] 15146 14463 13797 13187 12638 
P error CH4 [Barrer] 476 492 587 566 504 
Δp C2H6 [bar] 2.08 4.12 6.09 8.37 10.70 
Permeability C2H6 [Barrer] 27718 23736 21264 19988 19326 
P error C2H6 [Barrer] 1208 946 1030 742 901 
Δp C3H8 [bar] 2.08 4.03 6.16 
 
  
Permeability C3H8 [Barrer] 26951 23875 21916 
 
  
P error C3H8 [Barrer] 1025 1250 834 
 
  
Δp C2H4 [bar] 2.10 4.10 6.15 
 
  
Permeability C2H4 [Barrer] 25971 24209 23574 
 
  
P error C2H4 [Barrer] 1241.2 1275 1319.1 
 
  
Δp C3H6 [bar] 2.08 4.07 6.16 
 
  
Permeability C3H6 [Barrer] 31394 28124 26311 
 
  









Table E.1 (continued) 
20% SILM (20wt% [hmim][Tf2N] supported in PTMSP) 
Δp H2 [bar] 2.07 4.28 6.33 8.44 10.49 
Permeability H2 [Barrer] 2123.5 2081.2 1940.6 2002.5 1968.3 
P error H2 [Barrer] 181.36 92.42 64.11 55.45 48.99 
Δp CH4 [bar] 2.55 4.45 6.34 8.51 10.50 
Permeability CH4 [Barrer] 881.89 944.41 873.77 878.53 864.54 
P error CH4 [Barrer] 61.88 40.64 28.82 24.21 21.51 
Δp C2H6 [bar] 2.24 4.18 6.21 8.34 10.21 
Permeability C2H6 [Barrer] 1646.8 1660.4 1778.1 1888.9 2003.1 
P error C2H6 [Barrer] 130.36 75.21 59.49 52.66 50.46 
Δp C3H8 [bar] 1.94 4.05 6.25 
 
  
Permeability C3H8 [Barrer] 3799.9 5418.9 7471.3 
 
  
P error C3H8 [Barrer] 344.28 251.69 248.85     
64% SILM (64wt% [hmim][Tf2N] supported in PTMSP) 
Δp H2 [bar] 2.22 4.27 6.39 8.37 10.34 
Permeability H2 [Barrer] 43.32 43.12 43.15 43.42 43.54 
P error H2 [Barrer] 4.01 2.79 2.48 2.37 2.32 
Δp CH4 [bar] 2.12 4.19 6.41 8.50 10.43 
Permeability CH4 [Barrer] 14.01 13.90 14.06 14.26 14.41 
P error CH4 [Barrer] 1.34 0.91 0.81 0.78 0.77 
Δp C2H6 [bar] 2.13 4.23 6.26 8.39 10.33 
Permeability C2H6 [Barrer] 27.11 30.77 34.67 40.92 47.94 
P error C2H6 [Barrer] 2.59 2.00 2.00 2.24 2.56 
Δp C3H8 [bar] 1.73 3.60 5.25 6.45   
Permeability C3H8 [Barrer] 56.68 141.63 598.65 2497.1   
P error C3H8 [Barrer] 6.33 9.87 36.13 143.00   
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Table E.2: 42wt% [hmim][Tf2N] in PTMSP SILM gas permeabilities versus 











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table E.3: 42wt% [emim], [hmim], [hmmim] and [dmim][Tf2N] in PTMSP SILM gas 
permeabilities versus transmembrane pressure at 35 ºC. 
42% [emim][Tf2N] in PTMSP 
Δp H2 [bar] 2.2338 3.3935 4.2203 5.3123 6.3625 7.3725 9.3362 
Permeability H2 [Barrer] 114.78 115 115.3 115.14 114.69 114.89 115.85 
P error H2 [Barrer] 4.3305 4.3388 4.3514 4.346 4.3289 4.3371 4.3964 
Δp CH4 [bar] 2.0833 3.1251 4.1371 5.1518 6.1798 7.2137 9.2126 
Perm. CH4 [Barrer] 25.616 25.774 25.872 25.933 26.152 26.168 26.425 
P error CH4 [Barrer] 0.98269 0.98877 0.99327 0.99593 1.0067 1.0058 1.0172 
Δp C3H8 [bar] 2.1107 3.1131 4.1489 5.1913 6.1221 7.2534 7.8034 
Perm. C3H8 [Barrer] 124.68 470.3 1906.4 4564.7 5238.7 7079.9 6523 
P error C3H8 [Barrer] 4.7704 18.081 73.884 192.03 248.02 402.3 328.25 
42% [hmim][Tf2N] in PTMSP 
Δp H2 [bar] 1.078 2.1424 3.2016 4.1832 5.1899 6.0437 8.2992 
Perm. H2 [Barrer] 95.432 88.469 86.692 86.619 86.226 84.036 85.38 
P error H2 [Barrer] 2.3408 2.1564 2.1128 2.113 2.1024 2.0701 2.0795 
Δp CH4 [bar] 1.0714 2.0902 3.1146 4.1803 5.1979 6.2175 8.2376 
Perm. CH4 [Barrer] 16.93 16.735 16.777 16.828 16.906 16.985 17.21 
P error CH4 [Barrer] 0.41253 0.40766 0.40863 0.40986 0.41176 0.41369 0.41971 
Δp C3H8 [bar] 1.0676 2.1025 3.1218 4.1647 5.2129 6.2214 7.2035 
Perm. C3H8 [Barrer] 34.913 61.258 114.21 232.2 798.35 2481.4 4866 
P error C3H8 [Barrer] 0.85089 1.4924 2.7822 5.6579 19.503 64.026 139.31 
42% [hmmim][Tf2N] in PTMSP 
Δp H2 [bar] 1.1197 2.1378 3.1809 4.1883 5.1948 6.2655 8.2959 
Permeability H2 [Barrer] 72.854 69.867 69.76 67.209 69.544 70.853 72.227 
P error H2 [Barrer] 1.7864 1.7057 1.7032 1.6407 1.6976 1.7296 1.7631 
Δp CH4 [bar] 1.0775 2.1078 3.1183 4.1758 5.2028 6.2186 8.2166 
Perm. CH4 [Barrer] 16.024 15.687 16.329 17.495 18.182 19.292 20.546 
P error CH4 [Barrer] 0.39135 0.38296 0.39891 0.4271 0.44386 0.47094 0.50294 
Δp C3H8 [bar] 1.0653 2.0953 3.1189 4.1579 5.1873 6.2203 7.2556 
Perm. C3H8 [Barrer] 23.959 43.057 78.961 182.13 579.04 1752.5 3811.4 
P error C3H8 [Barrer] 0.59668 1.0677 1.9571 4.5319 14.469 45.932 117.15 
42% [dmim][Tf2N] in PTMSP 
Δp H2 [bar] 1.0607 2.0693 3.0835 4.1386 5.1459 6.1553 8.1552 
Permeability H2 [Barrer] 45.739 45.123 45.231 45.115 44.036 44.71 44.431 
P error H2 [Barrer] 1.7256 1.7024 1.707 1.7029 1.662 1.6878 1.6862 
Δp CH4 [bar] 2.0854 3.1204 4.1421 5.1361 6.2291 7.2565 9.3192 
Perm. CH4 [Barrer] 11.808 11.936 12.025 12.194 12.231 12.323 12.519 
P error CH4 [Barrer] 0.67334 0.6805 0.6857 0.69599 0.69777 0.7031 0.71697 
Δp C3H8 [bar] 2.1243 3.1182 4.1542 5.1856 6.2346 7.2489 8.2809 
Perm. C3H8 [Barrer] 38.571 66.678 117.07 227.66 449.84 1095.1 2265.9 
P error C3H8 [Barrer] 1.9625 3.3947 5.9671 11.588 22.947 58.404 124.31 
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Table E.4: Constant-volume, variable-pressure permeation experiments sample testing 
protocol. The criterion for reaching pseudo-steady state is 6 times the time 
lag. 
Step Upstream pressure [psia] Hold time [hrs] 
Degas 0 (active vacuum) 22 
Leak test (step 0) 0 (hold) 1 
1 15 2.5 
2 30 2.5 
3 45 2.5 
4 60 2.5 
5 75 2.5 
6 90 2.5 
7 105 2.5 
8 120 2.5 




Table E.5: [Nxxxy][Tf2N] in PTMSP SILM gas permeabilities versus transmembrane 
pressure at 35 ºC. 
31% [N1118][Tf2N] in PTMSP 
Δp [bar] 2.0684 4.1368 6.2053 
 
8.2737 
Permeability H2 [Barrer] 111.53 128.13 127.72 
 
127.88 
P error H2 [Barrer] 39.104 38.64 40.458 
 
37.475 
Permeability CH4 [Barrer] 43.459 45.629 44.523 
 
47.07 
P error CH4 [Barrer] 13.813 13.768 13.072 
 
14.301 
Permeability C2H6 [Barrer] 115.67 131.58 192.16 
 
210.16 
P error C2H6 [Barrer] 37.035 41.157 54.959 
 
65.191 
Permeability C3H8 [Barrer] 531.78 1929.5 5663.4 
 
7343 
P error C3H8 [Barrer] 182.01 808.34 1659.2 
 
2202 
Permeability C2H4 [Barrer] 98.012 122.35 155.32 
 
168.95 
P error C2H4 [Barrer] 29.107 35.92 46.293 
 
49.548 
Permeability C3H6 [Barrer] 133.99 715.65 1804.7 
 
3320.3 
P error C3H6 [Barrer] 46.672 216.15 570.56 
 
1035.8 
30% [N1116][Tf2N] in PTMSP 
Δp [bar] 2.0684 4.1368 6.2053 7.5842 8.2737 
Permeability H2 [Barrer] 160.27 154.91 210.33 
 
215.98 
P error H2 [Barrer] 43.798 38.79 56.089 
 
56.215 
Permeability CH4 [Barrer] 48.218 50.507 53.053 
 
57.288 
P error CH4 [Barrer] 12.082 12.674 13.607 
 
13.973 
Permeability C3H8 [Barrer] 297.55 1518.7 3027.7 4413.9 
 
P error C3H8 [Barrer] 67.82 484.06 887.85 954.57 
 
Permeability C3H6 [Barrer] 148.05 1005.7 2583.4 
 
5238.6 
P error C3H6 [Barrer] 65.279 279.51 683.45 
 
1181.1 
31% [N1114][Tf2N] in PTMSP 
Δp [bar] 2.0684 4.1368 6.2053 
 
8.2737 
Permeability H2 [Barrer] 270.5 326.29 320.79 
 
318.04 
P error H2 [Barrer] 77.015 96.425 100.55 
 
90.967 
Permeability CH4 [Barrer] 52.68 77.564 89.231 
 
89.376 
P error CH4 [Barrer] 16.324 23.269 25.174 
 
26.442 
Permeability C3H8 [Barrer] 1782.4 4878.7 10387 
 
13447 
P error C3H8 [Barrer] 513.65 1395.7 2923.4 
 
3869 
Permeability C3H6 [Barrer] 2784 5494.5 11519 
 
15845 






Table E.5 (continued) 
26% [N1888][Tf2N] in PTMSP 
Δp [bar] 2.0684 4.1368 6.2053 
 
8.2737 
Permeability H2 [Barrer] 19561 17784 17823 
 
17847 
P error H2 [Barrer] 5106.5 4500.3 4343.7 
 
4375.1 
Permeability CH4 [Barrer] 10369 7395.7 6418.3 
 
6182.8 
P error CH4 [Barrer] 2563.3 1834.2 1586.2 
 
1519 
Permeability C3H8 [Barrer] 6663.2 6179.9 6188.2 
 
6478.2 
P error C3H8 [Barrer] 1651.6 1575.8 1617.2 
 
1647.5 
Permeability C3H6 [Barrer] 6170.5 5860.6 5835.1 
 
5772.4 




Table E.6: Neat PMP and 27wt% [hmim][Tf2N] in PMP SILM gas permeabilities versus 
transmembrane pressure at 35 ºC. 
PMP 
Δp [bar] 2.0684 3.1026 4.1368 5.1711 6.2053 
Permeability H2 [Barrer] 2292.4 2315.7 2327 2338.1 2326.5 
P error H2 [Barrer] 107.51 117.06 98.629 98.454 92.405 
Permeability CH4 [Barrer] 1732.4 1720.3 1705.7 1696.2 1686.1 
P error CH4 [Barrer] 96.028 93.707 84.493 85.726 89.509 
Permeability C3H8 [Barrer] 2013.9 2309.8 2779.2 3347.5 4021.8 
P error C3H8 [Barrer] 181.47 193.73 263.08 294.16 312.18 
Permeability C3H6 [Barrer] 1979.4 2243.5 2681.8 3206 3832.7 
P error C3H6 [Barrer] 166.21 197.05 215.19 235.06 252.74 
27% [hmim][Tf2N] in PMP 
Δp [bar] 2.0684 3.1026 4.1368 5.1711 6.2053 
Permeability H2 [Barrer] 77.167 66.223 59.952 58.43 57.735 
P error H2 [Barrer] 7.3815 6.0119 6.1299 5.9854 5.8684 
Permeability CH4 [Barrer] 
  
8.1176 6.9418 8.3605 
P error CH4 [Barrer] 
  
1.4453 1.1696 1.4959 
Permeability C3H8 [Barrer] 192.58 292.34 455.85 651.85 990.02 
P error C3H8 [Barrer] 76.404 103.47 138.73 185.86 239.28 
Permeability C3H6 [Barrer] 173.56 247.29 426.18 578.93 750.98 
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P error C3H6 [Barrer] 60.182 89.143 115.52 155.86 210.35 
 
Table E.7: Neat PDMS, 20wt% [dmim][Tf2N]-PDMS, and [P1118][Phos]-PDMS gas 
permeabilities versus transmembrane pressure at 35 ºC. 
PDMS 
Δp [bar] 2.0684 4.1368 6.2053 
Permeability H2 [Barrer] 679.27 707.8 650.43 
P error H2 [Barrer] 82.91 68.02 41.46 
Permeability CH4 [Barrer] 1103.7 1087.4 1034.1 
P error CH4 [Barrer] 85.37 69.43 50.39 
Permeability C2H6 [Barrer] 2851.9 3106.2 3224.6 
P error C2H6 [Barrer] 281.4 253.09 241.4 
Permeability C3H8 [Barrer] 6643.6 11065 15560 
P error C3H8 [Barrer] 553.1 475.6 387.6 
Permeability N2 [Barrer] 278.45 289 271.65 
P error N2 [Barrer] 129.86 108.13 98.39 
Permeability C2H4 [Barrer] 2958.6 2900.6 2927.5 
P error C2H4 [Barrer] 190.96 150.2 141.7 
Permeability C3H6 [Barrer] 9342.3 11044 14250 
P error C3H6 [Barrer] 961.8 471.8 339.4 
20% [dmim][Tf2N]-PDMS 
Δp [bar] 2.0684 4.1368 6.2053 
Permeability H2 [Barrer] 455.47 498.24 507.81 
P error H2 [Barrer] 90.3 84.2 73.7 
Permeability CH4 [Barrer] 995.6 1000.6 1077 
P error CH4 [Barrer] 125.2 109.77 95.4 
Permeability C2H6 [Barrer] 2177.6 2641.9 2836.8 
P error C2H6 [Barrer] 614.4 578.1 492.89 
Permeability C3H8 [Barrer] 4214.5 8626.8 11455 
P error C3H8 [Barrer] 1229.8 1104.1 1030 
Permeability N2 [Barrer] 309.03 328.67 313.68 
P error N2 [Barrer] 83.95 75.43 64.32 
Permeability C2H4 [Barrer] 3083.4 3143.9 3131.1 
P error C2H4 [Barrer] 626.17 523.97 602 
Permeability C3H6 [Barrer] 6368.7 8821.6 11941 





Table E.7 (continued) 
20% [P1118][Phos]-PDMS 
Δp [bar] 2.0684 4.1368 6.2053 
Permeability H2 [Barrer] 356.02 380.75 323.04 
P error H2 [Barrer] 109.23 77.912 55.096 
Permeability CH4 [Barrer] 380.11 464.17 491.19 
P error CH4 [Barrer] 125.15 135.8 122.21 
Permeability C2H6 [Barrer] 1592.5 1839.3 1962.3 
P error C2H6 [Barrer] 331.79 378.77 314.97 
Permeability C3H8 [Barrer] 5128 6259.6 7465.1 
P error C3H8 [Barrer] 790.9 716.4 613.5 
Permeability C2H4 [Barrer] 1174.5 1536.9 1833 
P error C2H4 [Barrer] 362.04 348.62 471.55 
Permeability C3H6 [Barrer] 3717 3922.9 4045.2 
P error C3H6 [Barrer] 517.18 484.4 455.1 
 
Table E.8: CH4 aging study in neat PTMSP and 10wt% [emim][Tf2N] in PTMSP SILM 
at 35 ºC. 
 
neat PTMSP 10wt% [emim][Tf2N] in PTMSP 
Time [hrs] Perm. CH4 [Barrer] P/P0 Perm. CH4 [Barrer] P/P0 
0 12103 1 3572.3 1 
12 8794 0.7266 2454.2 0.68701 
24 6941 0.57349 1687.9 0.4725 
36 5361 0.44295 1330.6 0.37248 
48 4044 0.33413 1103 0.30876 
72 2497 0.20631 709.49 0.19861 
96 1889.6 0.15608 536.52 0.15019 
120 1578.8 0.13045 454.36 0.12719 




Figure E.1: Pure-gas permeabilities versus transmembrane pressure in 20wt% (left) and 
64wt% [hmim][Tf2N] in PTMSP SILM (right) at 35 °C. Thanks to Dr. 
Jaesung Park, who graciously assisted with these measurements. 
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Appendix F: Tabulated mixed-gas permeabilities 
This appendix presents the tabulated data from Figure 6-1 through Figure 6-4 in 
Chapter 6.  
Table F.1: CO2-C2H6 mixed-gas permeabilities versus mixture component fugacity at 
35 ºC. All permeabilities are in [Barrer] and all fugacities are in [bar]. 
This study  
100% CO2 70% CO2 50% CO2 25% CO2 10% CO2 
CO2  
fugacity 
Perm. Error Perm. Error Perm. Error Perm. Error Perm. Error 
4.1034 312.54 8.174 
        
10.635 336.54 10.76 
        
15.283 363.17 11.301 












      
2.6843 
    
321.52 7.2309 
    
5.2243 
    
331.79 8.6381 
    
8.8986 
    
338.7 9.5067 
    
1.4847 












        
308.95 21.466 
1.1285 
        
317.4 7.8363 
2.1738 
        
318.48 6.3818 
Ribeiro, 2011 SI: data at 35 °C [1]  
100% CO2 70% CO2 50% CO2 25% CO2 10% CO2 
CO2 
fugacity 
Perm. Error Perm. Error Perm. Error Perm. Error Perm. Error 
4.4385 336.5 
         
6.3864 344.98 
         
8.7401 366.29 
         
11.337 378.51 
         
10.627 356.48 
         
13.813 375.95 
         
13.732 397.37 
         
16.207 410.63 
         
16.369 392.91 
         
18.642 418.6 
         
18.479 428.66 
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Table F.1 (continued) 
 
100% CO2 70% CO2 50% CO2 25% CO2 10% CO2 
CO2 
fugacity 




















































       
1.8414 
    
339.94 
     
2.2472 
    
320.52 
     
2.5515 
    
321.07 
     
3.3834 
    
326.01 
     
3.8298 
    
328.79 
     
4.4791 
    
334.98 
     
5.3922 
    
333.85 
     
5.5545 
    
334.6 
     
5.7371 
    
341.1 
     
7.0154 
    
337.83 
     
6.9545 
    
345.17 
     
8.0096 
    
346.15 
     
8.1719 
    
348.51 
     
9.3488 
    
357.29 
     
9.3894 
    
362.38 
     
1.4153 
      
320.16 
   
2.2674 
      
324.17 
   
2.8964 
      
327.3 
   
3.5052 
      
327.49 
   
4.1139 
      
341.87 
   
4.1545 
      
352.47 
   
4.7226 
      
358.71 
   
3.5255 
      
344.2 
   
2.8964 
      
339.17 
   
0.78625 
























Table F.1 (continued) 
This study 
 
100% C2H6 90% C2H6 75% C2H6 50% C2H6 30% C2H6 
C2H6 
fugacity 
Perm. Error Perm. Error Perm. Error Perm. Error Perm. Error 
5.355 48.239 
    
1.5426 
    
9.9003 49.614 
    
1.9256 
    
15.776 52.861 
    
1.4511 




    
2.0274 




    
1.4082 




    
0.98664 




















   
49.563 




   
55.67 




   
62.65 




    
55.449 
    
1.6422 
2.603 
    
60.735 
    
1.5086 
4.3572 
    
65.856 
    
2.1297 
Ribeiro, 2011 SI: data at 35 °C [1] 
 
100% C2H6 90% C2H6 75% C2H6 50% C2H6 30% C2H6 
C2H6 
fugacity 
Perm. Error Perm. Error Perm. Error Perm. Error Perm. Error 
4.2318 50.118 
         
6.1391 49.941 
         
8.7219 51.298 
         
11.027 52.537 
         
13.51 54.366 
         
15.517 55.959 
         
17.305 57.493 
























       
4.1126 
    
50.767 
     
6.457 
    
52.478 
     
8.2451 
    
53.835 
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Table F.1 (continued) 
 
100% C2H6 90% C2H6 75% C2H6 50% C2H6 30% C2H6 
C2H6 
fugacity 
Perm. Error Perm. Error Perm. Error Perm. Error Perm. Error 
8.2848 
    
54.13 
     
9.8742 
    
54.956 
     
9.9736 
    
56.047 
     
11.503 
    
57.847 
     
11.623 
    
58.732 
     
13.133 
    
60.678 
     
2.5232 
      
48.525 
   
1.808 
      
50.354 
   
2.2053 
      
50.354 
   
3.298 
      
50.472 
   
3.755 
      
52.832 
   
4.3709 
      
53.009 
   
5.404 
      
53.628 
   
5.2252 
      
54.425 
   
5.5629 
      
55.31 
   
6.7351 
      
55.546 
   
6.6954 
      
57.788 
   
7.6689 
      
57.876 
   
7.8279 
      
59.528 
   
8.9206 
      
61.976 
   
8.8808 
      
62.035 
   
1.0927 






















































Table F.2: CH4, C2H6, and C3H8 pure-gas permeabilities versus fugacity and CH4-C2H6 
or CH4-C3H8 mixed-gas permeabilities versus C2+ fugacity at 35 ºC. All 





























































20828 971   
  




    
  27768 1056.1 
3.7988 
    
  25317 1325.5 
5.6221 
    
  24005 913.51 




















1.0874 8490.2 916 23776 1705 
    
2.3692 6000.2 721 17362 1460 
    
4.1058 5178.6 688 15323 1396 
    
2.9528 
    
2626.8 515 20851 1842 
1.4694 
    
3265.3 538 23522 2012 
4.1457 
    





Table F.3: CH4-C2H6 mixed-gas permeabilities versus mixture component fugacity in 
42wt% [hmim][Tf2N] in PTMSP SILM at 35 ºC. Permeabilities have units of 
[Barrer] and fugacities have units of [bar]. 
 



















4.0027 29.217 4.0629 




    
2.8238 




      
29.146 7.6848          
8.082 27.325 2.1503 




    
5.6213 




      
32.782 4.4977          
15.893 30.225 1.6769 




    
11.191 




      
47.192 3.7447          
 



















4.1349 52.897 8.496 




    
1.2074 




      
41.474 38.686          
8.053 71.321 7.1152 




    
2.3661 




      
42.173 22.31          
15.329 174.26 5.8529 




    
4.5596 




      
51.569 15.256 
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Table F.4: CH4-C3H8 mixed-gas permeabilities versus mixture component fugacity in 
42wt% [hmim][Tf2N] in PTMSP SILM at 35 ºC. Permeabilities have units of 



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure F.1: Expanded a) CH4-C2H6 and b) CH4-C3H8 size-selective and c) C2H6-CH4 
and d) C3H8-CH4 reverse-selective upper bound plots in black and white. 
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Appendix G: Tabulated pure-gas sorption and diffusion data 
This appendix presents the tabulated data from Figure 7.1 through Figure 7.4 in 
Chapter 7.  
Table G.1: CH4 pure-gas raw concentration data versus pressure for neat PTMSP and 
20wt%, 42wt%, and 60wt% [hmim][Tf2N] in PTMSP SILMs at 35 ºC. 
 
 
Table G.2: C2H6 pure-gas raw concentration data versus pressure for neat PTMSP and 





Table G.3: C3H8 pure-gas raw concentration data versus pressure for neat PTMSP and 
20wt%, 42wt%, and 60wt% [hmim][Tf2N] in PTMSP SILMs at 35 ºC. 
 
Table G.4: CH4, C2H6, and C3H8 permeabilities in [Barrer], solubilities in [cm
3(STP) 
cm-3 cmHg-1] and diffusivities in [cm2/s] in 60wt% [hmim][Tf2N] in PTMSP 
SILMs at 35 ºC. The 64wt% SILM permeability raw data was used as an 
approximation of a 60wt% SILM. 
CH4 
p [bar] P P error S S error D D error 
2.1229 14.01 1.3407 0.003692 4.90E-04 3.80E-07 6.21E-08 
4.1851 13.9 0.90735 0.00369 5.16E-04 3.77E-07 5.81E-08 
6.4149 14.06 0.80606 0.003689 5.02E-04 3.81E-07 5.63E-08 
8.504 14.26 0.77787 0.003688 4.95E-04 3.87E-07 5.60E-08 
10.428 14.41 0.76766 0.003687 4.90E-04 3.91E-07 5.60E-08 
C2H6 
p [bar] P P error S S error D D error 
2.1263 27.11 2.5912 0.021122 3.49E-03 1.28E-07 2.45E-08 
4.2341 30.77 1.9994 0.020988 2.34E-03 1.47E-07 1.89E-08 
6.257 34.67 1.9988 0.021133 2.11E-03 1.64E-07 1.89E-08 
8.3909 40.92 2.2363 0.021502 2.04E-03 1.90E-07 2.08E-08 
10.333 47.94 2.5562 0.021992 2.04E-03 2.18E-07 2.33E-08 
C3H8 
p [bar] P P error S S error D D error 
1.7333 56.68 6.3253 0.075899 1.46E-02 7.47E-08 1.66E-08 
3.6025 141.63 9.8675 0.084208 1.03E-02 1.68E-07 2.37E-08 
5.2524 598.65 36.127 0.094583 9.89E-03 6.33E-07 7.64E-08 
6.4486 2497.1 143 0.10374 1.03E-02 2.41E-06 2.76E-07 
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Table G.5: CH4, C2H6, and C3H8 permeabilities in [Barrer], solubilities in [cm
3(STP) 
cm-3 cmHg-1] and diffusivities in [10-6 cm2/s] in neat PTMSP at 35 ºC. 
CH4 




















































































































6.1581 21916 834 
  
17.64 1.3881 
7.1713     0.1867 0.00028005     
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Figure G.1: Pure-gas effective concentration-averaged diffusivities versus 
transmembrane pressure in 20wt% (left) and 42wt% [hmim][Tf2N] in PTMSP 
SILM (right) at 35 °C. 
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